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Engineers and scientists are continudly searching for more efficient methods of resource 

management which promote sustainable living and the opportunity for a quality way of life 

for al1 people. Global increases in population are fueling the demand for housing, especially 

in developing nations, therefore the desire to provide an affordable house which utilizes 

resources in an efficient manner is a concem of civil engineen. By approaching the design of 

a home nom a civil engineering systems perspective, considerable resources may be saved 

and a better quality product can be produced. A sustainable affordable house design is one 

which rninirnize cost and environmental impact while maximizing the social acceptability. 

Multiple design alternatives which assess the true need of the people, utilize appropriate 

building matenals, consider the physical environment, and utilize methods of industnalization, 

should be synthesized. A multi-objective evaluation procedure may then be used to evaluate 

the alternatives based on life cycle cost, material life cycle and the functionality and familiarity 

of the design. The selected preferred alternative should then be optimized by changing 

individual design parameters, re-evaluating the design and observing the resulting change in 

system performance. 
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Chapter I - Introduction 1 

Two fundamental rights of ail human beings are the right to adequate shelter and the 

nght to iive in a clean and healthy environment. An adequate home provides physical 

protection from the environment as weli as financial and social stability via home 

ownership. A collection of homes can be viewed as a comrnunity which coilectively 

manages the surrounding environment and its resources to sustain the lifestyle and 

persona1 weli being of the comrnunity members. Many recent global trends have 

contributed to an alarming rate of environmental deterioration and the present lack of 

adequate shelter for many humans. 

1.1 Sustainable Development 

"Sustainability" refers to maintaining, or supporting, on a continuous basis. Based on 

this fundamental definition, the term "environmental sustainability" has adopted 

various meanings. One such interpretation refers to the "carrying capacity" of the 

earth, which is "its ability to provide the resources required to sustain life while 

retaining the capacity to regenerate and remain viable" (Public Technology Inc.. 

1996). In the context of building construction, the concept of sustainable 

developrnent refers to managing building resources of the earth today so as to provide 

equal opportunity for friture generations. This is important simply because building 

construction requires the consumption of resources. Consider the following statistics 

(Public Technokgy Inc.. 1996) which state that the construction and operation of 

buildings account for: 

one sixth of the worlds tkeshwater withdrawals; 

O one quarter of the wood hawest; 

O two Mhs of materials and energy flows; 
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environmentai effects on water sheds, air quality and transportation 
patterns. 

It is a fact that people need resources to live. As the population increases so does the 

demand for resources. W~th the current methods of resource management, the world 

carmot sustain large increases of population. Aithough the developed nations 

contribute to much greater amounts of resource depletion per capita, the population 

in the developing nations accounts for 80% of the totai world population ( P o p ~ f ~ o n  

Reference Bureau, 1997). Therefore, despite a small per capita consumption, the 

large nurnber of contributors in the developing nations can result in a significant 

proportion of resource depletion. Improper agricultura! practices and resource 

exploitation are just two examples of the developing world's contribution to 

unsustainability. Limiting population growth is one method of Limiting the demand 

for resources. and thus is an important part of achieving environment al sust ainability . 

Another problem is the misconception that the increased use of technology improves 

the standard of living for dl. This, of course, is not necessarily the case and 

technology has sometimes been described as a "'two-edged sword" (Toporow. 1991). 

For example, a new highway brings efficient transportation but also brings smog to an 

area. This concept can also be applied to developing nations. For example, the 

provision of high tech logging equipment which allows for large scale clear cutting of 

forests. A large logging industry for a relatively poor nation can bring a well received 

econornic boom; but without sustainhg the forest, the industry may be short lived. 

This is not to suggest that third world countries do not deserve the same benefits as 

the first world, however, if and when these benefits are put into place, the education 

and planning necessary to properly manage them should be a requirement. 

Technology can be used in a Eivourable manner by utilizing proper resource 

management techniques and by recognizing the global consequences of development 

ahead of time. 
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Poor planning is also evident in the common phenomenon of d a n  sprawl. In 

developed nations, cities have developed with large industrial cores with massive 

artenal and highway networks providing access via automobile to and from areas 

surroundmg the city. This planning "around the automobile" has lead to the 

uncontrollable emission of pollutants into the atmosphere which have contributed to 

global warming, ozone depletion and respiratory problems for many people. 

It must be understood that resource management is of utmost importance if 

environmental sustahability is to become a redit,. It has been estimated that to 

maintain the relatively high standard of living in the United States, each citizen 

requires the continuous production of four to six hectares of land (GoodIand et al., 

199-1). Therefore, to sustain the curent global population of 5.84 billion people at 

this level would require approximately 24 billion hectares of land. The total land area 

of the Earth is only 13 billion hectares. 

A somewhat dire, but interesting, conclusion was drawn by a meeting of the 'Club of 

Rome' in 1968 (the results of which were published in a book entitled 'The Limits to 

Growth' in 1972). The club, consisting of 30 scientists, economists, industriaiists and 

govemment officiais from 10 countries, gathered to discuss various issues of global 

interest including the environment and poverty. A "World Model" was developed 

which simulated five pararneters: population, industrial capital, food, non-renewable 

resources and poilution. The simulation, which contained many simplifications, 

attempted to trace the paths of the Bve pararneters fiom the year 1900 to 2010. 

Numerous simulation mns were conducted (slightly vmying certain parameters) 

producing surprisingiy consistent result s (Figure 1.1 ) . The trends are imrnediately 

evident; growth and collapse. It was stressed by the Club of Rome that the results 

were not intended to be quantitatively accurate, but provide a qualitative prediction. 
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Figure 1.1 - World Model Standard Run Output 
(Nulder, 199 1) 

Responses to the Club of Rome's predictions are varied. In a paper prepared by 

Nalder in 1991, the actual paths of the parameters from 1968 to 1990 are compared 

to the predicted paths forcasted in 1968. Nalder concluded that the predicted trends 

have foUowed the achial trends reasonably closely over the past 20 years and 

therefore the serious environmenta1 concerns concluded in the Limits to Growth are 

justified ( W e r ,  1991). Others have severely cnticized the Limi~s tu Growth for 

stating that the world would runout of specific resources, yet it has not (Saneru and 

Shaw, 1996; Bailey, 1993). Norton cornrnents that Limits to Growth has been 

rnisrepresented as a "gloom and doom book", stating that the book clearly 

acknowledges its own limitations; a fact that authors such as Sonera & Shaw, and 

Bailey fail to mention (Norton. 1997). There are many views, many opinions and 

many interpretations of the work conducted by the Club of Rome; which incidentally, 

still exists and continues to present environmental concerns to the world today. 
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It is the opinion of the author of this thesis that sustaining the environment is a real 

concem today since continuing present trends will undoubtedly remit in more difficult 

times for future generatiow. The absolute degree of environmental decay, however, 

is indeterminate. Conducting the world's day to day activities in a more 

environmentally conscious manner by managing population growth, a better use and 

understanding of the role of technology, and better community planning is important 

in achieving environmental sustainability. 

Affordabte Shelter 

The unavailability of afTordable shelter has become a global concem and as such, the 

topic has received much attention. A review of the literature reveals characteristic 

trends which have been identified to contribute to the current shortage of affordable 

housing, many of which bear striking similarity to the trends threatening 

environmental sustainability. The trends which are briefly discussed below are 

population growth, increased levels of poverty versus increased housing costs, rapid 

urbanization and uhan sprawl (squatter settlements), lack of education for self-help 

housing (housing self-built by the occupant), and failed govemment policies. 

The first concern is overpopulation. The mid-1997 world population stands at 5.84 

billion, and is projected to increase to 6.89 billion by 2010, and 8.04 billion in 2025 

(PopuIatiotr Referetrce Bureau, 1997). This translates to a new housing demand of 

approxirnately 20 million units per year to satise the populziion increase alone. Of 

cntical importance is the fact that third world developing countnes will account for 

98% of this growth, hence the importance of providing affiordable housing designs. 

Poverty and poor living conditions are an issue in developed and developing nations. 

An increase in average construction and land costs coupled with a smaller increase in 

average income levels have resulted in less people being able to aford adequate 
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shelter. Consider the following statistics fiom the United States (Zmembka, 1990): 

In the penod between 1974 to 1983, the median monthly rental rate increased by 

188% while the median monthly salary increased by only 89%. It was also estimated 

that in 1985, 7.5 to 8.1 million U.S. households were living below the poverty level 

and '13 to '14 of them did not receive any govenunent hancial aid or public housing. 

Although housing quaiity has improved in the United States since World War II, this 

has been overshadowed by the detenoration of existing housing units, where an 

estimated US$9 billion is needed in repairs and USJ2O billion for modemkation. 

Developing nations are reporting sirnilar problems. For example, in Zimbabwe, it is 

estimated that 54% of the population cannot aff'ord a "standard" 4 room home 

(Mafico, 1990), indicating that the real needs of the people are not being satisfied. 

High levels of poverty and unemployment, and increased housing and land coas have 

contributed to the formation of "squatter settlements" surrounding many urban 

centres in developing countnes. ?bis fonn of urban sprawl mainly represents people 

who have obtained employrnent in urban centres, but cannot fiord accommodation 

within the city. As a result, they illegally occupy land on the outskirts of the city and 

self-build theû shelter. Squatter settlements are known for their overcrowded 

conditions, poorly built homes and inadequate engineering systems (water supply, 

drainage, storm and sanitary sewers, solid waste disposal programs, transportation to 

and fiom urban centres). A large part of the problem is blarned on poor planning, in 

that, where the city has lower income jobs, it does not have the appropriate housing 

to accommodate the workers. In 1983, almost 114,000 squatter households lived in 

India; and in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, approximately '/5 of the urban population lives in 

squatter settlements known as "favelas" (Ban<, 1988). Urban slums are often 

considered to be the developed nations equivalent to squatter settlements. 

The shelter solution for many low income wage earners in developed and developing 

nations is through "self-help" housing. This involves a homeowner building hislher 
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own dwelling using locally available materials. There are many promising outcornes 

possible from this strategy, some of which will be emphasized later in this report, 

however there are aiso many problems. A lack of education and technical training for 

self-builders often results in stnicturally inadequate designs, irnproper maintenance 

and accelerated deterioration. Also, many self builders attempt to imitate urban 

designs without knowing the actual costs involved, consequently, homes are lefi 

unfinished. 

One of the primary concems of government is to help ensure the social well-being of 

the society it govems. In an attempt to accept the social responsibility of providing 

adequate shelter and to provide better living conditions for al1 its people, govements 

al1 over the world have adopted various subsidy programmes, public housing projects, 

rent control schemes and squatter clearance initiatives. Despite these efforts, a 

deficiency in fiordable housing continues to exist (see Zurembka. 1990). 

In surnmary, providing fiordable homes to rneet the forcasted demand involves 

attention to population growth patterns, improved cornrnunity planning, a reduction 

andor control in construction and land costs, and incr5ased education for the 

consurner/self-builder. 

1.3 The Role of the Civil Engineer 

The adequate supply of af5ordable housing within an environmentally sustainable 

context is an important concern as the modem world enters the next millennium. The 

solution to this problem requires a global cornmitment to the understanding of the 

interaction between community development and environmental impact, and the 

application of this understanding in the decision making structure. This demands a 

multi-disciplinary effort among policy maken, planners, designers, constructors, and 

consumers. 
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Engineering is problem solving. The word "civil" can be defined as, "belonging to the 

people" (Oxford American Dictionary)). Therefore, civil engineering may be 

described as a profession dedicated to solving problerns related to the people and 

hence, the community. The provision of afTordable housing is clearly in the domain of 

civil engineering since it is a cornmunity related problem where the people are directiy 

affécted. 

How can engineers improve the current state of housing? Successfil sustainable 

affordable housing utilizes available resources (e.g., raw matenals, labour, equipment) 

in the most efficient manner possible. That is, the design of the house must be 

optimized. It is therefore an innovation in the approach to housing design that cm 

provide a reasonable step to the attainment of sustainable affordable housing. 

This innovation can be accomplished utilizing a civil engineering systems approach. 

In general, a civil engineering system can be defined as a decision making 

methodology which enables optimized design through the proper consideration of al1 

relevant design parameters and their interrelationships. By applying this methodology 

to housing design, the civil engineer may identib parameters which infiuence total 

cost, quality and environmental impact and make design decisions which optimize 

these pararneters to produce a truly sustainable fiordable housing unit. 

This report will endeavor to provide the reader with an understanding of what 

constitutes a sustainable af3ordable house and how sustainable affiordable housing can 

be designed using a civil engineering systems approach. Past and present housing 

prograrns and innovative design techniques are also presented to show the progress of 

housing supply which attempt to utilize a sustainable and/or afEordab1e concept. 
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1.4 Report Outline 

Chqpter 2 - CM! Engiieering Systems describes the generai characteristics of a civil 

engineering system and the systems design approach. 

Chqter 3 - Planning Stage initiates the systems design approach as specifically 

applied to the design of sustainable affordable housing by presenting the universai 

goals, objectives, and constraints. The information needed during the planning stage 

is also discussed. 

Chapter 4 - Design Synlheszs provides design recornmendations and information via 

sample case studies to aid the design engineer in synthesizing a near optimum 

design(s) pnor to mode1 developrnent and evaluation. 

Chqter j - Evahation and Optimizatiori presents a method of evaluating a 

synthesized sustainable afYordable house design and the process by which the design is 

optimized. 

Chqter 6 - Sarnpie Design Procedure presents a hypothetical case study for the 

purpose of demonstrating the proposed systems design procedure and to help identiG 

potential decision making contlicts in the specific context of sustainable fiordable 

housing. Other exarnpies as they apply to the general field of civil engineering are 

also briefly presented. 

Chqter 7 - Conclusions summarizes and discusses the findings of this research and 

provides direction for future research initiatives. 
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The civil engineering profession is responsible for solving problems with the ultimate 

goal of satisfjring needs of the cornrnunity such as mobility, power generation and 

water supply. Solutions to these needs are manifested in the design and construction 

of large civil engineering projects such as highways, power plants, and municipal 

s e ~ c e s ,  respectively. Many designs may meet the requirements of the project, 

however only one can be implemented. Choosing the best design requires carefùl 

consideration of the parameters affecthg it and an understanding of how the design 

will react to changes in those parameters. The essence of sysfems design is to 

recognize the entire design procedure, from conceptualization to end of life, as a 

series of interrelated design variables. The goal of this chapter is to represent a civil 

engineering project as a system, and to present the steps involved in a structured 

decision-orientated systems design method. 

2.1 The Civil Engineering Project 

Typical civil engineering projects, cm be divided into four distinct phases 

(Templemm, 1982); planning, design, construction and operation. 

Plmzning involves analysis of the problem. The objective is to define the purpose of 

the project, and coUect data to determine the constraints, goals and performance 

criteria. Planning can offer a measure of the feasibility of the project, for example, 

research may reveal a cost much greater than originally anticipated therefore not 

making the project worthwhile to implement. The civil engineer's role in this phase is 

to provide technicaiiy relevant information for decision makers (often government 
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agencies) which out lines the costs, benefits, advantages and disadvantages of the 

project. This facilitates informed decision making. 

Design involves determining a specific method of achieving the goals identified in the . 

planning stage. A common end product of this phase is a set of drawings and 

specifications which present details of the project and constitute a design package. 

Civil engineers are often responsible for the technical design and assembly of the 

design package. 

The consfn~ction phase tums the design into a reality by the physical assembly of the 

design using the specified materials and techniques suggested in the design phase. 

Usually a contractor is hired to perform the construction duties and the civil engineer 

must act as an impartial liaison between the contractor and owner. The role of the 

engineer is to ensure that the work is completed on time, within the anticipated 

budget and that the requirements of the contract are met. 

The operation phase is not always considered in the design of a civil engineering 

project, but it is very important in terms of cost and quality. This phase involves 

monitoring the performance of the project and assessing the degree to which it is 

fulfilling its intended purpose. Based on the information gathered during the 

operation phase, the civil engineer may make recommendations for repairs a d o r  

upgrades. This, in effect, is an appraisal of the system. Generai maintenance is also a 

part of the operation phase. 

Inherent in each phase of a civil engineering project described above is the need for 

creativity, good judgrnent and decision making. Although these required skills are 

primarily developed through expenence, good decision rnaking techniques have been 

well formulated within a scientific approach and thus, can be studied and practiced. 

Another important characteristic of the phases is that they can overiap. For example, 
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the design of a structure may be changed due to a difficulty in constmcting a 

component of the original design. Therefore, although the phases are distinct in their 

roles, one usually cannot be totally completed without recognizing potential impacts 

on, or fiom, the other phases. Al1 four phases are necessary for completion of a 

project, and collectively, t hey form a civil engi,>eering system. 

2.2 Systems Design 

Systems design provides a logical, cornprehensive framework for the decision making 

process used in the planning, design, construction and operation of a civil engineering 

project. This process "marks a precise path that guides creativity toward the best 

decisions" (Merrift di- Ambrose. 1990). In general, systems design asks the following 

questions (Templemcnr, 1982); 

1. What decisions must be made? 

2. How are the decisions reiated and what extemal factors limit them? 

3. What criteria determine whether the decisions made are good or bad? 

4. How can the best decisions be made? 

The fomd tiamework for a systems design process begins with the definition of the 

problem. The problem definition includes the geographic and temporal scope of the 

project and identification of the stakeholders. Stakeholders represent al1 people 

andor organizations who may be affected by the problem. Identifjing the problem, 

scope and stakeholden can require extensive background research and is an important 

tim step in the process. 

Once the problem has been properly identified, specific objeciive(s) of the project are 

determined. The objectives indicate the tùndamentai gmI(s- of the project and should 

capture al1 the effects on, and interests of, the various stakeholders. Objectives are 

usually aated in a form of "rninimize" or "maxirnize"; for example, the design of a 
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beam may require to "minimize cost and minimize mid-span deflection". The relative 

ment of a design cm be evaluated based on how well it meets the desired objectives. 

Comtraints must also be defined for the problem. Constraints are strict conditions 

that cannot be violated. For exarnple, there rnay be an allowable maximum deflection 

to satisfjt serviceability conditions for a local building code. The final design must 

exhibit characteristics which obey the constraints of the problem. Designs which 

violate a constraint are considered unfeasible and cannot be implemented. It is 

important to note that "constraints" should not be confbsed with "difficulties". For 

example, the total budget for a project may be !§ 100,000, however, if the final cost of 

a design is $100,100, it would be unrealistic to exclude it as unfûasible. An increase 

in the budget rnay be difficult, but it usuaily is not impossible and thus, would not be 

considered a constraint . 

With a proper problem definition and identification of the goals, objectives and 

constraints, altentarive designs can be formulated. This is the process of design 

synthesis. This stages requires the decision maker to create one or more potentially 

feasible designs based on expenence and research. For exarnple. based on bearns used 

on other projects (where information regarding the cost and performance of the 

beams is available), the designer can recommend alternative designs which differ 

materially and dimensionally. 

For each alternative formulated, the creation of a rnodel is required. A model is a 

representation of the actual system where the design is defined as a system of design 

parameters or wriables. A representative model can be  physical (e.g., scaled down 

prototype structure), mathematical (e.g., set of equations to be simultaneously solved) 

or conceptual (e-g., set of questions to be systematically answered). The purpose of 

the model is to predict the performance of the system based on a given set of criteria, 

and to observe how the system responds to changes. The criteria provide a method 
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of measuring how well the synthesized design alternative mets  the goals and 

objectives of the project, and thus, provides an evaliralion of the design. 

The formation of variables to define an alternative is a key concept in systems design. 

Independent variables represent imposed conditions on the system and can be further 

divided into variables which the designer has control over (controllabte independent 

variables) and no cont rol over (tîr~coritroIIabte inde pendent variables). In the design 

of the beam, for example, the depth of the beam is a controllable independent variable 

while the load the beam will be subjected to is an uncontrollable independent variable. 

Dependent vmiables are those which represent the response or performance of a 

system and are a fiinction of the independent variables. For the beam example, the 

mid-span deflection is a dependent variable which is, in part, a function of the depth 

of the beam and the imposed load. 

Therefore, design synthesis involves determining the independent variables, and the 

mode1 predicts the performance based on the established fùnctional relationships of 

the dependent variables. 

The ultimate purpose of the systems design approach is oprimiration. The optimum 

design is the alternative which rnakes the most efficient use of available resources to 

effectively satise the objectives of the project within the specified constraints. When 

only one objective exists (e.g., minimize cost), determining the optimum solution is 

simple (Le., the one with the lowest cost). However, when multiple objectives exias, 

determining the optimum design cm be difficult. For example, dual objectives in the 

beam design example were to minimize cost minimize mid-span deflection. 

Suppose the following two alternatives were generated; 

Alternative 1 : cost $1,000 deflection 3mm 

Alternative 2: cost $1,500 deflection 2mm 

Which alternative represents the optimum solution? 
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The process of optirnization, therefore, requires that alternatives are narrowed down 

until ody one, representing the best solution, remains. The process of elimination 

begins with identi&ing unfeasible altematives. Unfeasible alternatives are ones which 

violate constraints or are totally dominated by another alternative. For example, a 

bearn costing $2,000 with a deflection of 4mm is clearly iderior to the two 

alternatives descnied above, consequently, it can be neglected in fiirther anaiysis. 

When two or more potentially feasible alternatives do exist, a sensitivity anafysis is 

warranted. A sensitivity analysis involves careful consideration of the relative 

trudeofls among altematives. For the two beam alternatives, the following question 

would be considered: "Is the benefit from a reduction in the mid-span deflection of 

lmm wonh the monetary equivaient of SSOO?". If the answer is "Yes*', then 

Alternative 2 would be optimum. 

In a complex civil engineering system, clearly identifjring al1 design variables and 

descrïbing exactly how they are interrelated can be very difficult. When the notion of 

N ~ ~ u n ~ b f e  variables is introduced (Le., variables difficult to define quantitatively), the 

system's complexity increases. In the relatively simple beam design example, 

determination of the optimum design requires an assessrnent on the "value" of lmm 

of deflection. It is postulated that when a systems approach is thoroughly foiiowed, 

the necessary information to intelligently answer this question will be available for the 

decision maker. 

Generating multiple alternatives for a complex systems may not aiways be an efficient 

practice for optimization. Thorough planning and research can provide the decision 

maker with a wealth of information so that a very viable "first guess" is achieved. 

Optimization would then proceed through a sensitivity analysis approach whereby the 

system mode1 is analyzed and areas of potential improvements are identified. Small 

changes in the design variables are made, and the new response, or performance, of 

the system is observed. If the response is better than the previous, the optimization 
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process may be continued with the new design, othenuise, subsequent changes of the 

previous may be attempted. In this case, the decision maker must decide when 

optimization has been reached. Definition of this point is dependent on the objectives 

of the specific problem being investigated. 

A smictured decision-making systems design approach (Figrtre 2.1) provides the 

information necessary detennine an optimum design among several alternatives. This 

is accomplished by guiding the decision maker through a process of thorough 

anaiysis. Thorough analysis aids the decision maker by identifjing important design 

information and organizing that information into a strtictured form, consequently the 

creativity and judgment skills of the decision maker are brought out. This is the 

essence of systems design, and will help result in intelligent decisions and optimized 

designs. 

The Housing System 

In order to develop a design methodology for sustainable affordable housing, the 

theory of civil engineering systems must be directly applied and presented in a format 

conducive to a structured decision making approach. Figure 2.2 illustrates the 

specific steps involved in the systems design of sustainable fiordable housing. Each 

of these steps are described in detail in subsequent chapters of this report. 
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Figure 2.1 - Flow Chart ofsysterns Design Approach 
(Uerritt & Ambrose, 1990) 
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1 Specification of Generai Project Goals 1 

1 Specifkation of  Project Objectives 1 

Background Information l 
Design Information 1 

Design Synthesis & 
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Evaluation 

Selection of Preferred Alternative 

Ï 

Figure 2.2 - Sustainable .ilflordable Housing Design hlerhodology 
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Housing provides people with many basic requirements which include protection fiom 

the naturai environment, economic stability via home ownenhip, a sense of identity 

within a comunity and an element of privacy. The design of a sustainable affordable 

home should satisfy these basic requirements by selecting design components which 

when combined, create an optimum total package in terms of cost and environmental 

impact. Systems design is not a recipe, but an a~proach which emphasizes a whole as 

being pa te r  than the sum of its parts. By considering al1 phases of the civil 

engineering project during the systems design process, the engineer can establish a 

complete picture of what the design should accomplish. This effectively shortens the 

optimization procedure by increasing the probability that the first design synthesized 

will be close to optimum. Systems desig~ facilitates iizjiomzed decisicm making. 

This chapter will initiate the systems design approach by presenting a fundamental 

goals and objectives for a sustainable aEordabIe housing project and comment on the 

information requirements necessary for design synthesis. Together, these steps form 

the phnriing stage for systems design. 

3.1 Goals and Objectives 

Chppter i presented some of the issues related to environmental degradation and the 

lack of aordable shelter. The need for sustainable affordable housing is based on the 

premise that continuing the present environmental and housing trends are undesirable, 

that is, housing must meet the demand for shelter for people of dl income levels while 

managing environmental resources so not to compromise the opportunity for future 

generations. This can be applied to all areas of the world; developed and developing 
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nations. Therefore, the general goal of any sustainable affordable housing project is 

to provide envirortmentaIIy sustainable homes that meet the required demand for 

shelter in lems of cos& quality and market ucceptance. 

The next step involves identi@ng the objectives of the project. As mentioned in 

Chqter 2, the objectives of the project should capture al1 the effects on, and interests 

of, the various stakeholders. If improperly defined, an otherwise perfectly executed 

systems design procedure will not result in an optimum design. 

A general set of objectives may be formulated based on the fundamental perjbmnance 

requirements for any sustainable affordable home. ft is important that the objectives 

oniy describe what the design should accomplish without suggesting how it should be 

accomplished (Le., perfrmmtce versus design objective). For example, minimise 

cost is a performance objective, but mmimize tcse of inexpensive materials would be 

an inappropriate objective because it directly provides a recommendation to the 

engineer. There may be additional ways of rninimizing the cost that rnay be 

overlooked if the latter objective is used. SpeciSing design objectives at this stage of 

the systems design process may severely limit the creativity of the engineer. 

The following are the proposed performance objectives for a sustainable fiordable 

house: 

1. Miîtimize Cost 

Too often the initial construction costs of a home are overemphasized 

without acknowledging the total systems costs involved in a housing 

project. Total system cost includes the costs associated with the 

planning and design, construction, operating and maintenance, and 

disposal of the house. 
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2. Minimile Emtironrnentaf impact 

Negative environmental impact threatens sustainability. Minimizing 

the stress a home places on the environment can contribute 

significantly to achieving a globally sustainable society; thereby 

ensunng future generations equivalent housing opportunities. 

Environmental considerations exists in the materials selected, 

construction procedure and operation of the housing system. 

3. Mmimize Social Accepfability 

Poor housing conditions directly signiS, poor social conditions. 

Therefore, a properly designed sustainable affordable housing project 

can provide home owners with the positive social conditions necessary 

to prornote strong cornmunity development. A socially acceptable 

house will directly address the cultural needs of the people in tems of 

size, affordability and fûnction; as well as address the intangible 

benefits of housing such as security and safety, aesthetics, and sense of 

accomplishment and community. 

These three objectives represent the universal, performance based requirements of any 

sustainable aordable housing project, however, an element of geographical bias is 

inherent within their interpretations. Every individual location researched will have a 

unique set of environmental and socio-economic characteristics which can 

significantly alter the perception of fiordable cost, required level of climatic 

protection and notions of social acceptability . Therefore. althmigh the objectives can 

be e i e d  zrnÎversuIiy, the rnethod &y which they are satisfied throzrgh design 

synthesis is a firrrtion of the specl9c churacteristics of the region. 
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3.2 Background Information 

Determining the environmental and socio-econornic characteristics of a particular 

region involves a well organized and thorough research effort, the goal being to 

develop a comprehensive profile of the people, environment, climate, resources, 

economics and politics for the purpose of identifying the tme housing need, demand 

and constraints. Although more research generally equates to a better understanding 

of the situation, it also means more resources. Since cost is an issue in the design (as 

stated in the objectives), then there must be an optimum balance between the arnount 

of information obtained and the time spent gathenng that information. A tme systems 

design must address this conflict. ORen a research program is limited due to an 

absolute time and/or financial constraint imposed by the contract. If a physical 

constraint does not exist, the engineer may be left to make a judgment cal1 as to when 

enough information has been compiled to initiate design synthesis. 

The foliowing list represents the minimum information requirement for the planning of 

a sustainable afEordable housing project: 

1. What is the climate of the region? - average monthly higMow temperatures, humidity, wind speed - is there a potential risk of earthquakes, floods, severe stoms, 
volcanic emptions 

2. What is the projected housing demand? 
estimate number of homeless 

a estimate population growth rate - how many homes need to be immediately built 
9 are there abandoned villages nearby 

is there an opportunity to rebuild or renovate 
what are the future development plans in the area 

3. How much should the homes cost? 
estimate monthly family income 
what is the average cost of a current home 
what are people willing to pay for a home 
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4. What type of homes should be built? 
what are people accustomed to 
what arnenities are expected in a new home 
how do the cultural conditions affect housing design 

5 .  What is the current housing situation in the m a ?  
who builds the current homes 
how are the current homes paid for 
are current housing conditions satisfactory 
is the housing demand being met 
what type of materiais are used 

3.3 Design Information 

The background information assembled is intended to provide the engineer with a 

profile of the geographic location. The next step is to use this information to derive 

additional parameters needed for the physical housing design. These additional 

parameters fa11 into three broad categories: economic, physical attnbutes and building 

science, which are described below. 

a) Econornic 

It has been established earlier in this report that housing cost represents an 

objective and no forma1 constraint practically exists. However, design 

synthesis should not be initiated without an understanding of, "What is 

affordable?'. It is therefore necessary that the engineer establish a targei cost 

which may serve as a useful guideline. For example, if the prospective 

homeowners c m  comfortably a o r d  $200,000 homes, and this is the price 

they expect to pay, there is no reason for the engineer to design a house that is 

worth in the $1,000,000 range. A procedure for determining an initial target 

cost estimate is presented below. Since the estimate of a target cost is just 

that, an estimate, the procedure and the information required for its 

completion are not intended to be strict or precise. However with common 
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econornical sense and good engineering judgment, evaluation of a target cost 

is a significant contribution to -the system design of sustainable aordable 

homes. 

The first step is to calculate an estimate for monthly living costs (LIVING); not 

including monthly housing costs (HOUSING). Where: 

LIVMG = food + clothing + transportation + education + child care + 

taxesfinsurance + entertainment + reguIar savings + other costs 

HOUSMG = mortgage payments + maintenance + heating/cooling + ta-ses + 

other costs. 

Therefore: 

TOTAL COSTS = LIVING + HOUSING. 

The second step is to detemine an appropriate average monthly income 

(INCOME) for the prospective homeowners of the area. It is preferable that an 

income range is determined (INCOME, and mCOMEhé). This can be done by 

examining income and employment statistics. Assume that a farnily's total 

monthly expenditure (TOTAL COS'ïS) must be Iess than or equd to their total 

income (MCOME); that is, they must be  able to pay ail their monthiy expenses 

with the income they earn. 

From the above discussion, the following range of total monthly housing costs 

can be deduced: 

HOUSINGi, = INCOMEI, - LIVING 

HOUSINGh& = NCOMEW - LIVING 

Since the total monthly housing cost (HOUSMG) inclildes the mortgage cost 

and operatinglmaintenance costs of the home, it is desirable to isolate the 

mortgage coa fiom this total. This can not be accurately done before design 

synthesis is complete since operating/maintenance costs of the home are 
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unknown, however, for the purpose of determining a target cost, an 

assumption may be made based on average values for existing homes in the 

area being studied. That is, an approxirnate percentage of the ratio: mortgage / 

HOUSmG needs to be assumed. 

Finally, once the allowable monthly mortgage is calailated, a target cost may 

be calculated based on existing information of currently accepted financing 

practices (bank loans, interest rates, govemment subsidies, etc). For example, 

if it is determined that SiOOlmonth can be safiely afforded for a monthly 

mortgage (principal and interest), with a downpayment of 25%, an interest 

rate of 7% and a repayment period of 25 years, the target cost would be: 

%700/month @7% for 25 years: principal = $99,000 

add 25% down payment of $25,000 

therefore, target cost = $124,000 

b) Physcal A ttrzbiites 

The physical attributes of a house are of obvious importance in design. Prier 

to design synthesis, the engineer should have a mental picture of what physical 

elements an ideal housing design, for the specific geographic area, should 

embody. Information regarding the expectations and lifestyle of the people of 

the area is therefore needed, hence the background information exercise. 

At this stage of the systems design procedure, the following information is 

required : 

recommended number, size and type of the following rooms: 
* bedroom 
* washroom 
* kitchen 
* family 
* living 
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* dining 
* laundry 
* study/den 
* storage 
* garage 
* other 

recomrnended amenities: 
electricity 
hotkold water 
livable basement area 
air conditioner 
centrai vacuum 
alarm system 
O t her 

recommended services: 
* sewers/septic 
* natural gas 
* telephone 
* television 
* other 

general design issues: 
* lot size 
* detached, semi-detached, townhouse, condominium 
* single/multi-storey 
* other 

c) Builditg Science 

A fundamentai requirement of a house is to protect the occupants from 

extemal environmentai conditions imposed on the house (e-g., extreme 

temperatures, wind, precipitation, moisture, noise, wildlife, earthquakes, 

floods, etc.). A house which does not meet this basic requirement is wholly 

inadequate. To address these building science concems, building codes are 

enforced in defined geographic areas to promote consistency, help reduce 

structurally and functiondly inadequate designs, and to offer significant time 

savings in the housing design and construction process. However, they can 

also negatively affect the afTordable housing market by forcing an overdesign 
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and thus, higher costs than achially necessary. If a home is designed based 

solely on satisfying the performance objectives, and the engineer is free to 

synthesize an adequate design without building code restrictions, a greater 

potential for lower cost homes can be realized. 

An interesting perspective related to building codes cornes fiom the reference 

Handa, 1989 (original reference: Kàz~fmmt, M. i? 1989). A "homeless" person 

built his shelter (rneasuring 10' by 10' by 4') using plywood, carpet and plastic 

sheets. The total cost was approxirnately $0.80/ft2 (1989, US dollars). Two 

couples lived in this house which they perceived as being "comfortable". 

Lavatory facilties were available from a nearby taxi garage where the 

homeownen were acquaintances of the manager. An added advantage 

expressed by the homeowners is that they could disassemble the home and 

move to a new location if they so desired. In the perception of the 

homeowners, this home adequately satisfied their objectives in terms of cost, 

quality and acceptability. Therefore, it may be assumed that a government 

subsidized home, in a fixed location, built to building code standards and 

costing significantly more would not be a feasible option for them. If there 

needs are being met, why would they pay more to change? Do governments, 

designers or engineers have the power, or ability, to force a definition of an 

acceptable housing standard upon the people via a building code? Surely the 

people should not be lefi entirely on their own since durable house 

construction requires a signifiant degree of technical know-how, in addition, 

organized community planning is necessas, for large scale community based 

sustainable Hordable housing efforts. 

Building codes should therefore be used as a source of information in the 

design synthesis process as opposed to a formal design constraint. Based on 

the climatic conditions unique to the are* it is recommended that the engineer 
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determine a set of m i ~ ~ i ~ m i m  acceptable stavdards which may serve as 

constraints to govem the design. This of course may not be possible in the 

political climate of the location in question (e-g., govemrnent may enforce 

stringent code practices without compromise), in which case, building code 

will represent true constraints. 

When researching an area, evidence of code infractions in the curent housing 

construction indicates that the cos  or methods necessary to comply with the 

code are beyond the financial and/or technical means of the homeowners, 

therefore a case should be presented to justiQ a design based on minimum 

engineered standards. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DESIGN SYNTEESTS 

The design synthesis stage is where the design engineer must combine information 

about the housing location with experience, creativity and ingenuity to design 

alternative systems (or system) which directly meet the goals, objectives and 

constraints for a sustainable affiordable housing project. The systems design approach 

dictates that once a design is synthesized, a mode1 is created for the purpose of 

evaluation and O ptirnization. 

To increase efficiency in the systems design process, the engineer can increase the 

probability that the first design(s) synthesized is close to optimum by recognizing that 

the unique environmentai and socio-economic conditions of a location will directly 

influence the physical characteristics of a house design. This chapter provides 

recommendations to help the engineer synthesize a near optimum initial design 

alternative. 

4.1 Assessing Tme Need 

Misunderstanding the tme needs of the people can result in a severely inadequate 

design, especially in affordable housing. It is this fact that leads to many unsuccessful 

affordable housing projects. 

A housing design for a new location is sometimes recommended based solely on its 

performance in other locations. The justification of using a previously proven system 

is that it wili significantly reduce design tirne, save construction costs, and have an 

increased probability of success. Ofien, this may be the case, however, if the unique 

environmental and socio-economic conditions of the new location is ignored, the 
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chosen design may result in cost and acceptability objectives not being met. Consider, 

the Asuoyebua housing scheme in Kumasi, Ghana, Africa (reference article: Afnca. 

1985) where the government was intent on providing affordable housing for the many 

"workers" of the country. The technology of choice was a high rise, reinforced 

concrete structure which had a reputation of providing swings in land, infhtmcture, 

materials and the benefits of economies of sale. As such, the "mdti-storey flats" 

were advertised as cLlow-cosf7 accommodation. The high standards imposed on the 

Uifrastructure, construction and finishing however contnbuted to relatively high final 

costs. The average cost per unit in Phase I of the project was C74,000; capital 

repayrnent over 35 years with a 15% interest rate would require monthly payments of 

C1,430 to satisfy the interest alone. Assurning households can dedicate 20% of their 

total Încome to rent, the average family would require a gross monthly income of 

C7,000. Less than 2% of the households earned more than C7,000 per month. As a 

result, although the first two blocks of the Phase 1 complex were nearly completed by 

June 1982, close to none of the units were occupied. What went wrong? The high 

technology, modem, cernent based construction technique was simply not 

charactenstic of the traditional Ghana lifestyle. As the author of the article states (pg 

36), "the reaiity of Ghana is tragically so different fiom the ideas embodied in this 

scheme that it appears to have been conceived in complete indifference to the 

exigencies of life in Kumasi". This is a clear case of relying on a "proven" design 

technology without assessing whether the true needs of the intended homeownen 

match the actual benefits offered by the technology. If the needs were properly 

assessed in the planning and design phase, a more successful project would have 

resulted. 

Another example involves the 1971 Slum Clearance Scheme in Madras City, India 

(Ramumztrhy, 1989). Existing slums were "bulldozed" and replaced with multi- 

storey apartment complexes. Cornplaints that the new dwellings did not meet the 
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technical, fundional and S O ~  needs of the community were obvious; for example, 

some tenants maintained cattle on the third and fourth floors! 

Building has traditionally been a personalized process where people have built their 

own houses and barns ofken with the help of nearby community residents. This 

suggests that homeowners have an instinctive "need" to be directly involved in the 

construction of their dwelling. With the technical advances in the construction 

industry during the 1900Ts, one may argue that the construction of houses has become 

much more efficient; but at what cost to the people? How many people today cm 

successfully build a suitable dwelling for themselves that would last 100 years or 

more? With the advent of "technological breakthroughs" has corne a loss of building 

skills and knowledge for the average citizen. Today, most people rely on technology 

to build for them, feed them, and transport them. "What is needed is new goals and 

ethics where technology is a tool, not an end" (Jain, 1992). 

The instinct of being involved in one's own personal dwelling is in conflict with a 

technologically driven construction industry. The misrepresentation of the true needs 

of a community presented is testament to that. In third world squatter settlements, 

the physical involvernent of the self-build efforts show the ability for people to band 

together and create a community environment, however, lack of building knowledge 

and attempts to imitate urban designs have resulted in poorly built homes and 

substandard living conditions. In developed nations, the situation is somewhat 

different. The reliance on technology combined with economic wealth has provided 

an environment more conducive to less personal involvement in the construction of 

private residences. This is not to Say that no involvement is acceptable. Each person 

has their own personal tastes, therefore home builders usually allow prospective 

homeowners to satis@ their individuality by providing extenor and interior 

modifications to the pre-designed homes (e.g., colour choices, floorplan changes, 

etc.). Therefore, although the degree of involvement may diEer according to 
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geographic location, the instinct exists and should be addressed. Involving people 

will help minimire rejection and lead to more successful designs. 

In third world locations where labour is generally inexpensive and readily available, a 

housing system should be chosen which utilizes this idle resource. Self-heelp housing 

is one method of directly involving the people in housing construction. Serf-help 

involves training the people to build adequate shelter for themselves. Such a system 

satisfies the need to directly involve the people, creates jobs where unemployment and 

underemployment is a continuing problem, promotes d e  and adequate construction 

practices within reasonable economic and practical Iimits, and contributes to more 

durable and longer lasting designs since homeowners have the knowledge to properly 

maintain their dwellings. 

4.2 Appropriate Building Materials and Technology 

The materials selected for construction will directly influence the performance 

objectives for sustainable fiordable homes. Selecting near optimum materials 

requires consideration of the material life cycle (MLC). The MLC, ofien referred to 

as a "cradle to grave" approach for material selection, involves identiMng the stages a 

material experiences through its entire design life. The stages include the extraction 

and processing of raw matenals, manufacturing process, 

maintenance and recycling/waste management (Figure 4.1). 

installation, 

As the MLC suggests, materials which are recyclable, renewable and with 

operation, 

ow values 

of embodied energy (Le., "the energy required to produce and transport the material" 

- Wilson, 1995) are recommended for sustainable fiordable applications. 

Quantitative assessrnent of embodied energy is discussed in Chapter 5. 
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RESOURCES: 
Raw Materials 

E-vtraction Energy 

WASTES: 
solid IMPACTS: 
liquid physicai 
gasaus ecosystemic 
radiation healt h 
noise etc 
heat 
habitat change 
etc 

Figure 4.1 - Materiai Li/e Cvcle 
(Young. 1991) 

MLC considerations for building materials have also contributed to the use of 

indigemms materials. Indigenmrs is often used to descnbe a building material which 

is native to the location, naturally occumng and abundantly available. Using materials 

with these characteristics may result in: 

a) significant cost savings from a reductions in transportation, storage and 

taxes associated with importing foreign materiais; 

b) increased sustainability fkom energy savings in fuel and electricity involved 

in the transportation and manufacturing of building materials; 

c) greater probability of acceptance since local people are familiar with 

materials comrnon to their immediate surroundings. 

Another important environmental concem of building materiai selection involves toxic 

ernissions. Many modem materials used in homes today (e-g., paints, adhesives, 

plastics) can emit toxic chernicals which may lead to a variety of adverse health 
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effects. For example, improperly installeci urea formaldehyde foarn insulation (UFFT) 

used in the 1970's was found to emit hi& levels of formaldehyde (Wilson, 1995). 

Scientific studies are continudy being conducted to assess the potential health affects 

of certain building materïals, therefore before a material is chosen, proper research of 

any health risks is recornmended. The following chart provides some of the sources 

of common indoor air contaminants (Meckler, 1996) : 

t 

Contaminant 
formaldehyde 

Source 
UFFT 
particleboards 
some paper products 
fertilizers 
chernicals 
@= 
packaging materials 
natural radiation in soi1 
entering through open sumps, 
crawl spaces, hollow concrete 
blocks, and cracked concrete 
slabs 
insulating materials 
surface and finishing materials 
conunon in many building 
products. fiiniishings and food 
products 

Harmful Effects 
carcinogen 

asbestos 

microorganisms 
(viruses, bacteria, fûngal 
spores. pollen) 

combustion bypducts 
(CO, sa,, Na_, Ca_, 

Wood stoves 
fireplaces 
inverted space heaters 
gas stoves 

respiratory problems 
carcinogen 
sneezing 
wheezing 
weakened imunity 
can cause serious diseases 
headaclies 
nausea 
vomi ting 
respiratoq problems 

It is up to the design engineer to thoroughly investigate the multitude of matends 

available to detemine their environmental, economic and practical suitability for 

sustainable aordable homes and to establish what potentially suitable materials exist 

in a given geographic locale. Some comrnoniy available materials which have the 

greatest potential for fùture sustainable affordable initiatives include: 
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1. Eatfh 

Earth (soil) has been used as a building material for many years and it 

is estimated that 30% of the worlds population live in unbaked earth 

homes (Hmben & GuilZmd, 1994). Figure 4.2 shows the earthen 

buildings of Habban, Yemen in the Middle East, and Figure 4.3 is a 

worId map showing the predorninant locations of earth residences 

today. The various building technologies associated with earth 

construction (Figure 4.4) can be broadly categorized into brickwork, 

monolithic and structure (Figure 4.5). 

Traditionally, earth has been used in dry climates of poorer countries 

due to the labour intensive properties associated with building 

technology and earth wdls susceptibility to erosion by rainwater. 

Earth walls kept dry however have stood the test of time in many 

ancient cities to prove itself worthy as a durable building matenal. To 

address erosion concems, stabilizers (e-g., cement or lime) may be 

added to soiVwater mixtures to create a concrete like consistency. 

These stabilizers, of course, add to the total cost. The benefits of 

earth construction are the material cost (inexpensive, readily available 

and durable), and environmental sustainability (natural and non-toxic). 

The chailenge for engineers is to devise methods of utilking the 

matenal cost and environmentai benefits of earth within a technically 

feasible building technology conducive to the conditions of the 

geographic area in question. C m  Earth is one such application which 

combines soil, water and calcined gypsum (stabilizer, 10- 1 5% by mas) 

with a machine intensive continuous pour technology (monolithic 

construction). This relatively high-tech method yields initial 

construction costs comparable to conventional wood framed homes 
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typical of the Western world, however, Me cycle benefits attributable to 

the great thermal mass and environmental sustainability of earth wds 

may be realized (CO m h ,  1997). The suitability of the Cast Earth 

technology is currently limiteci to more developed countries where the 

prospective homeowners can afEord the relatively high initial costs. 

Egure 4.2 - Earth City of Kabban, Yernen 
(Houben & Guillaud, 1994 

Fïgure 4.3 - World Emth Housing Locations 
(Houben & GuilZmd. 1994) 
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3 - RU-IN 

Dwelling dug directly out of a layer of the 
earth's crust. 

A structure built in one or other material, but 
not earth, is encased and awered with soil. 

Ungraded soi1 is used to fill hollow materials 
used as a framework 

Blocks of earth are cut directly from the 
gromd- 

Blocks or massive walls are formed by 
cornpressing soi1 in molds or formwork. 

Thin waIls are built by direct nianual shaping 
of plastic soil. 

Thick walls are built up by piling up balls of 
earth on top of one another. 

Earth is moulded either by hand or in moulds 
of various shapes. 

A soi1 paste is estnided by a potverfiil machine 
and building elements are then made h m  the 
esXmded rnatenal. 

Liquid soil poured into fomwork or rnoulds 
serves as a kind of concrete. 

Also know as c l a w ~ w ,  this is a slwry 
consisting of clayey soil binds shreds of straw 
fibre to produce a fibrous material. 

Clayey soil mised with fibres is applied in a 
thin layer to fil1 in a support. 

figure 4.4 - Earth Construction Methods Sunintary 
(Houben & Guillaud, 1994 
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figure 4.5 - Earth Construction Methods Diagram 
(Houben & Guilfaud. 1994) 
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2. Slraw/Cllay 

Straw is also discovering a re-birih as a building material as the world 

recognizes the importance of sustainability and the need for lower cost 

homes. Straw is a tmly sustainable material since it can be regrown on 

an annual basis to facilitate the construction of new homes. 

Two main uses of straw in house construction are sîraw//ciizy mixtures 

and strawbaIe homes. St r~~ /c lay  is a hybrid of earth construction 

where the insulating characteristics of straw are combined with the 

durability of earth. One such method involves spreading straw out on 

the ground, dampening it with water, lightiy coating the straw with a 

clay/water mixture, then allowing the 'sheets' to dry into a strong 

compound (5- 10% clay, 90-95% straw). Another similar method 

involves building wall formwork and 'stuffing' the clay coated straw 

into the formwork. A 12 inch thick wail constructed in this manner 

can provide an R-40 insulating factor. 

StrawbaIe homes involve stacking (Iike bricks) full bails of straw, 

pimed with rebar or wooden dowels, to form walls (Figure 4.6). The 

walls are then coated with a stucco or plaster to form a continuous 

earthen look (Fig~re  4.7). 
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3. Wmte Prodi~cts 

Another innovative attempt at resolving the sustainability issue 

involves homes being built with waste products such as tires and pop 

a n s .  Enter the world of the Tire Hmse, where used tires are stacked 

and each layer is filled with earth as the wall is built up. As in the 

strawbale homes, the walls are finished with a stucco or plaster 

(Figures 4.8 to 4.11). 

figure 4.8 - Tire House FVall Construction 
(Yellorv Mountain. 1996) 
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R're 4.9 - Tire House Top Course FVith Cons 
(Yeiloiv Mountain. 1996) 

figure 4.10 - Tire House Roof Tnrss Support 
(Yellow Mountain. 1996) 
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4. Concrefes 

Traditional cernent based concretes have proved to be stnicturally and 

hnctionally adequate for building, however at a relatively higher cost. 

The higher costs are usually associated with concrete mu< 
transportation and the local unavailability or high cost of cernent and 

aggregate. As such, many alternative concrete type materials have 

been developed for use in home building. Cast earth has already been 

mentioned, but others include ueruted concrefe, pumice-crete, 

cement;waste composites and cordwood. 

Aerated concretes are limdyash or cement/sand base mixtures 

combined with either preformed foam or a powered aluminum additive 

(those with the aluminum additive require high pressure stem curing). 

These combinations create a light weight and durable building 

material. Ptîmice-crete is also a low density concrete made from 

cement, water and pumice aggregate (sponge-like volcanic rock found 

in south-western United States) which combines to form a light 

weight, durable, fireproof and well insulating mixture (Figures ' I I  

and 412). Cementhuste composites involve mixing cernent with 

waste materials such as coir, jute, rice husk, wood shavings, saw dust 

or bamboo fibres (Rao ettaII, 1984; Jait~, 1992). Cordwood 

construction is a combination of shon logs surrounded by a monar 

mixture (Figures 4.13 and 4. I4) .  

The main advantage of using these types of concretes is their use of 

locally available materials to create a relatively strong and durable 

materiai. Ease of construction varies for each material, therefore the 

design engineer should ensure the material chosen is compatible with 

the skills of local labour and the availability of equipment. 
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Rgme 4 1 I - Punrice-crete Structure Under Construction 
(Pumice-crete, 1996) 

-- P. .. 

figure -1.12 - Finished Punrice-crete House 
(Punrice-crete. 1996) 
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4.3 Environmental Design 

Clever use of the natural environment may considerably reduce the costs and 

environmental impact of a house. For example, the Sun is a source of large arnounts 

of direct energy, mainly in the form of heat and light. Clever placement of hi& 

quality windows can provide much natural light and heat, thereby reducing the 

demand for electricity and non-renewable forms of energy currently being used to 

light and heat the common home (e-g., gas, oil). Solar energy can also be aored and 

converted to electrical energy via solar panels, which are commercially available and 

have become more efficient for home use. There are also natural ways to keep cool. 

Many homeowners are familiar with the cool temperature experienced when one 

enters the basement of a home. Even on the warmest of days, the temperature within 

underground rooms protected from direct sunlight remain surpnsingly moderate. 

Water usage is another important aspect of environmental design. The use of low- 

flush toilets and flow-limiting shower heads, for example, are two ways water usage 

may be significantly reduced in a new house (Matlock ami Rofmem~. 1994). 

Reducing water usage is environmentally favourable since it reduces demands on 

sewage and water supply systems (both natural and engineered municipal systems). 

It is highly recommended that the engineer research past and current building efforts 

of the geographic location in question. This rnay provide valuable insight into what 

materials are available and their performance, what building technologies have not and 

have been successful, estimated building costs and ideas for new design innovations. 

Some examples of complete housing systems which exploit the earth in a sustainable 

manner are demonstrated in the following examples: 
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1. lkthship 

This impressive dwelling is constructed with tires, aiuminum cans and 

earth (Figure 4.15). Power cornes from the Sun, water fiom the min, 

and grey water and sewage are recycled on the prernises. Homes of 

these specifications have been built by Mike Reynolds of Solar 

Survival Architecture, New Mexico. Depending on the level of 

involvement by the owner in the building process, construction costs 

have been repotted to range fiom U S $ ~ O / ~  (fiil1 turnkey operation) to 

as Iittle as $1 l/ft2 (for the do-it-yourselfer). But as Reynolds says, 

"Once the Earthship is built, it does not tax you or the planet" (see 

SletcfeviIIe, 1995). 

m r e  4-15 - Earrhship 
(Steu~eville. 1996) 

2. Torontu Heuhhy Home 

Toronto, Canada is home to a similar project where a 1700 fi2 home 

was built on an infill lot in the downtown area. The home utilizes soiar 

panels to generate electricity, low-volume toilets and water faucets, 

non-toxic building materials where possible, a rainwater collection 

system and sewage treatment prior to discharge (Figure 4.16). The 

home requires no municipal s e ~ c e  connections and total annual 

operating costs are approximated to be less than CN%800/year 

(Brennun, 1995). 
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1. Roo- sohr panels gaia4tc electric avrgy that c m  bc slorcd for k r  risc. 

2 Airtight wall cmsûuction cuts heat I~ss,  eliminatu dr& and minimizcs cntry of moisturr and pollutluik 
3. Thanial wkviaws are siaiaicd to provide naniral ligtil andpasnive solar heaî, cutting powcr and k t i n g  CUSIS. 

4. Building cnvelope has hi& Içvels of insulaiion to improve awrgy &ciary. 
5. Low-volume toile&, low-flow shower heads and aerator faucets coIIslxve water. 
6 Materiais used 10 k i s h  and dccoratc home m i t  few diemicals and ~ p o r s  
7. rainwatcr is collect~~& filtaet!, purificd and si& for drinktig and washing. It's mycIÈd for use in appliances. toilet. 
û. WaStcwata h applianccs and toilet f i l terd yid Vrated befoct discharge. 
9. F i  floor design ideal For home ofice Worlcing at home rrduccs ncxd for tmqx~tation: rduclion pollution 
10. Design appropriate for building on Ml11 1- pomoting &ciait w of land; rrducing &an sprawl. 

figure 1-26 - Toronto Healthy House 
(Brennan. 1995) 
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Indistrialization is a term used to descnbe a mass production assembly line approach 

to building. It involves large amounts of prefabrication which can range from housing 

components (e-g., doon and windows) to fidi housing systems (e-g., mobile homes) 

as weU as coordination of the entire construction effort. The theoretid benefits of 

industrialization are: 

a) decreased construction costs; 

b) increased production (in terms of number of houses produced); 

c) increased quality; 

d) high technology capabilities in the midst of a shortage of skilled labour. 

The idea for industrialized housing came about in the early 1900's, however it was 

after the destruction of World War II that many industrialized housing systems were 

designed and implemented. Europe expenenced a much greater demand for housing 

at this time due to the complete devastation of many cities and the shortage of skilled 

labour; and therefore experienced greater growth in industrialized housing systems 

than the United States. In 1969, the United States government announced "Operation 

Breakthrough", which was a plan inviting industry professionals to submit 

industrialized housing proposais. The plan stressed high quality, high volume and 

cost efficient construction. 

The developments in industrialization and prefabrication opened up possibilities for 

high quality, low cost, permanent dwellings that could be built to satisQ the great 

demand for shelter in al1 areas of the world. A truly noble vision indeed, however it is 

obvious fiom the current worldwide housing conditions (Chqter 1) that 

industrialized housing has not delivered. Some reasons contributing to this fact are as 

foUows (Vale, 1995; Shrivatav, 1974; Ural. 1980): 
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a) Prefabrication usudly involves high technology equipment and a factory 

setting. The capital costs associated with this can offset the cost savings of 

the prefabrication process and economies of s a l e  of mass production; 

thereby resulting in actual higher coas than conventional construction. 

b) Although the need for skilled labour is minirnized, the need for skilled 

management is essential. The availability of skilled management has been a 

problem in attempts to implement industrialized systems, especially in 

developing countries. 

c) Although the demand for housing is increasing, the construction industry is 

conducive to fluctuations and volatility. For an industrialized system to be 

successful, a steady market is required. The lack of an "aggregated 

market" and govemment support are two reported rasons for the failure 

of the Operation Breakhrough program in the United States. 

d) Industrialized housing has also been known to be designed with disregard 

of the reai needs of the people. Such projects can lead to mass rejection of 

the housing by the people and result in housing units lefi unused and 

growth in slum or squatter settlements. 

e) Industrialization stresses quality, however an error in the prefabrication 

process may lead to consistent reoccumng enor in a particular housing 

component, which could potentially lead to a consistent failure in the 

housing systern. 

Despite these facts, industrialization and prefabrication do have a place in the 

synthesis of a sustainable fiordable housing project. Partzal ind~striailiation has 

become an accepted term which describes a reduced level of prefabrication from 

which a housing design can benefit. For exarnple, a low technology, hand made clay 

brick production for low cost housing can benefit fiom the prefabrication of many 

bricks for subsequent use in many homes. Therefore, training a few individuals to 

produce bricks and providing them with a standard rnold can result in many bricks 
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being manufactured quicker than if the bricks were manufactured for each individual 

home separately. In developed countries, partial industfialization is evident in 

prefabricated engineered wood trusses for roofing. The trusses are factory assembled 

and delivered for on site erection. 

S t a m b d ~ ~ o n  is also an important component of industrialization which refers to 

establishing a dimensional uniformity in a housing component over an entire 

community develo pment a d o r  geograp hic area. For exarnple, the production of 

prefabricated doors may require a standard dimension of 8 5 0 m  by 2100mm, whether 

exterior, interior and independent of the material used. This standardkation can 

result in design and construction cost savings. 

A final step to recognizing savings through industrialization is moduiur design. A 

modular design is constructed of standard dimensional modules that can be easily 

added or removed during the life of the house. Consider for example a 3m by 3m 

building module. Figure 4.17 represents a modular house, with 36m2 floor area, 

whereby 2 additional modules rnay be added as s h o w  by the dotted lines. The 

potential advantage of this concept is that as the financial situation of a f d y  

irnproves, or the family grows larger, they cm easily and affordably add to their 

dwelling. This can have positive financial implications for a newlywed couple who 

intend to start a farnily in the future, but their present financial situation does not 

allow them to purchase a dwelling of adequate size to handle the farnily expansion. 

This is of greater concem in developing countries where families do nor have as much 

fieedom to change the location of their habitat than those in developed areas. 

Design 
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Government Participation 

The role of the government is to represent the people and provide a cornfortable 

financial and social environment. The provision of adequate shelter Falls into this 

realm of responsibility. The engineer must recognire that a sustainable affordable 

housing project will not succeed unless supported in principal by local govemment. 

Cooperation among ail stakeholders is essential in systems design. 

hiring design synthesis, the engineer should carefully consider the role the 

government will play in the project. Will there be financial support through subsidies 

or special lending provisions for homeowners? 1s there or will there be environmental 

legislation in place which will constrain the design? What are the long term planning 

goals of the govemment and how will the synthesized design address it? As with 

climatic conditions, each geographic locale will carry a tmly unique governmental 

situation to deal with. It is simply recommended that the engineer understand the role 

of the government within the context of sustainable affordable housing development 

and that a proper liaison is established. 

Housing Components 

Synthesis is the assembly of the physical parts that make up the housing system and 

requires a logical and systematic thought process. For example, investigation of the 

social and environmental conditions of an area will provide information such as target 

cost, expected physical housing attnbutes, materials available near the building site, 

and climatic data. The systematic thought process begins with this information, as 

demonstrated in the Design Inj7onnati01t section of this report. The engineer must 

first create a conceptual image of what the extenor of the house should look like, how 

large it should be, how many rooms it should have, and other similar information. 

From this, the materials available which may be used to construct a house with the 
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physical attributes desired need to be selected; bearing in mind general matenai life 

cycle considerations. Now structural aspects of design may be synthesized so that 

they satisfy the specified minimum standards. The combination of the material 

characteristics, established codes or standards, social expectations and climatic 

conditions will dictate the requirements of intemal systems (e.g., heating and cooling). 

If the average outdoor temperature is 40°C, and occupants expect interna1 room 

temperatures to be maintained at 22OC, the insulating characteristics of the matenals, 

in part, is needed to detemllne the cooling system requirements (i-e., what air 

conditioning unit will be able to maintain an indoor temperature of 22°C when the 

exterior temperature in 40°C?). One element of design depends on another and so on. 

At al1 times, the engineer should be mindful of the constraints to ensure that any 

alternative which violates a constraint is not carried forward to the evaluation 

procedure. Ultimately, the final design can be traced back to the information 

compiled by the engineer which describes the profile of the people, environment, 

climate, resources, economics and politics of the geographic area. 

The design of complex civil engineering systems, such as housing, may benefit from 

considering separable ah-systems. The following sub-systerns are recommended for 

general housing design: 

a) Walls - interior load bearing 
r interior non-load bearing - extcrior 

c) Roof / CeiZing 

d) Openings - doors - windows - skylights 
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g)  Pltimbing 
includes toilets, sinks, etc. 

h) Heuting 1 Ventilation 1 Air Cotrdilioniing 

i) Interior Fumishii~gs 
cabinets 

r. stairs 

j )  Exterior Flm~ishings 
a stairs 

deck 1 porch 
m cùiveway 
a pathways 

fencing 
railings 

The desired end product of the design synthesis stage is a drafl specification of each 

sub-systern and their relative interactions (e.g., how the floor attaches to the walls). 

The specifications shall include detail sketches, a materials list and notes on the 

rnethod of construction. 
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Design synthesis provides the engineer with an oppominity to develop near optimum 

design alternatives based on an informed set of decisions. A housing model is the 

product of the design synthesis stage and is a physical description of the entire 

housing system. The description must include all aspects of planning, design, 

construction, operation and disposal of the home whzch SM serve as the source of 

injomatim for evalt~atio~~. Evaluation of the model represents a method by which 

the quantifiable parameten can be measured, and intangibles can be properly 

identified, so the degree to which the design meets the performance objectives cm be 

determined. The following discussion presents a systems evaluation procedure for a 

sustainable afFordable house. 

5.1 Evaluation Criteria 

The purpose of the evaluation criteria is to measure how well an alternatives meets 

the goals and objectives of a project. For sustainable afFordable housing, it allows the 

design engineer to compare alternatives on a consistent basis resulting in the 

identification of one as a preferred alternative. 

Objective 1 - Total Cost 

Although any prospective horneowner would accept a house for fkee, there is 

a practical minimum cost associated with the building construction and 

operation. Therefore, a minimum total cost is what is practically desired. 

Evaluating total cost consists of a straight forward economic assessrnent of 

the total systems cost associated with a design alternative. That is, the costs 
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of planning and design, construction, operating/maintenance and disposal are 

considered. 

To address the systerns lifetime costs in the economic analysis, Ii$e cycle cost 

malysis &CC) is a very usefùl tool. A Iife cycle coa anaiysis considers the 

time vdue of money. For exarnple, which scenario is more attractive: $1,000 

offered now, or $1,000 five years fiom now? There is little debate that most 

people would accept the $1,000 immediately without much hesitation due to a 

variety of rasons; such as potential interest gains, or the risk associated with 

the uncertainty of waiting five years (will the money still be available?, will 1 

still be here to collect?, etc.). 

Specifically for housing evaluation, LCC is a handy tool for estimating the 

impact that time has on the completion of the project, for exarnple, cost 

savings of cornpleting a large project in two years versus four years. Another 

helpfùl use is evaluating long term econornic performance of a house in tems 

of operating and maintenance costs. 

TO compare housing alternatives on an econornically consistent basis, a 

present vuhie is calculated, that is, costs over the life of the system are 

represented as one value in present day dollars. For the evaluation of housing 

alternatives, two types of costs must be considered: 

1 . One time frrttrre costs 
A cost necessary once at a specific time in the future (e-g., 
exterior paint job). 

2. A~trnral cmts 
Equd costs required every year for the life of the system 
(e-g., electricity cost). 
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The following formulae may be used to reduce these costs to a present value: 

a) one timefurure cost reduced to present 

where: PV = present value 
F = one time future cost 
r = discount rate (decimal %) 
n = the year from present hture cost is made 

b)  anrntal value (A)  reduced to present vuhi? (PV) 

where: PV = present value 
A = annuai e-nditure 
r = discount rate (decimal Yo) 
n = nurnber of years from present annual espenditure is made 

Much discussion has revolved around the subjective process of choosing an 

appropriate discount rate. In general, the discount rate used for sustainable 

affordable housing evaluation wili depend largely on the financial 

arrangements and stakeholders unique to the project. If uncertainty in 

choosing a representative discount rate exists, the design engineer should 

calculate life cycle costs using a range of discount rates and observe the 

sensitivity to the LCC outcome. For a detailed discussion on chosing discount 

rates and their application to risk assessrnent in LCC analysis, the reader is 

directed to the reference Kirk aiid Dell 'Isola, 1995. 

Consider the foliowing illustrative LCC example where three housing 

alternatives are to be evaluated and compared in terms of total system cost. 
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For simplification, only five components for each housing system are 

evaluated (a fUy  modeled system would of course have many cornponents to 

evaluate). The following chart summarizes the necessary LCC information: 

For the windows and singles, a replacement cost, trsefir! Ive and salvage value 

must be estimated. The saivage value accounts for the fact that the material is 

still worth something at the end of its usefùl Iife; as scrap or recyclable 

material. At the end of the useful life, the windows/shingles must be replaced 

at a coa equal to the replacement cost minus the salvage value. Alternatives 

must be compared over an equal artuiysisperiod, therefore if the design life is 

less than the analysis period, the cost for full disposa1 and replacement must be 

included in the analysis. Choice of the length of andysis period has less 

bearing than discount rate on the results of the LCC calculation in relative 

terms (in absolute terms, the longer the penod analyzed, the greater the 

present value). In generai, an analysis penod of 20 to 50 years is reasonable 

for sustainable aordable housing. 

There is some degree of subjectivity inherent in the estimation of al1 these 

parameters, therefore as with the discount rate, if uncertainty exists, a range of 

Costs Alternative 2 
(A2) 

Aiternative 1 
(Al) 

Alternative 3 (A3) 

$l00,ooO 
$2,500 / year 

replace: $5,000 
usefiil life: 30 years 

salage: $500 
replace: $300 

useful life: 6 years 
saivage: $20 

construction 
heatinR/coolin~ 

windows 

shingles 

svstem salvage vdue 

$ 105.OOO 
$2,000 / year 

replace: f 3,000 
usefiil Me: 10 years 

saivage: $250 
replace: 6 1 .O00 

usefirl [Se: 15 years 
saivage: $50 

S 1 15,000 
S 1,500 / year 

replace: $3,500 
usefui life: 15 years 

salvage: $300 
replace: $500 

usefiil life: 10 
saivage: $30 

E 10,000 $9,000 
design life 

discount rate 
Anal ysis Pe rio& 30 years 
Discount Rate: 5% 

7.000 
30 years 30 years 

5% 
30 years 

5% 1 5% 
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values should be used and the sensitivity to the outcome observed. For 

simplicity, it is assumed that these values are satisfactory for the analysis of 

this situation. 

Time lines summarkïng these alternatives are as follows: 

reploce windows of S3.OOOS250 = $2,750 
replace shingles of 31.000650 = $950 

inrtial c m  

\ S105.000 /\h annuol heanngi'coc~l~ng 

Q 7 5 0  S 5 0  SZ.750 1 

salvage value / 
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Using equations (1) and (2) to reduce aii cost to present values yields the 

following results: 

Therefore, although A3 cost least up front and requires no window 

PRESENT VALUE 
constniction 

heating/cooling 
windows 
shindes 

system salvage value 
TOTAL 

replacement (Le., windows last 30 years), LCC analysis reveals that the high 

fkequency of shingle replacement (Le., every 6 years) and low system salvage 

value result in a higher present value than Al .  Also, the construction cost 

swings of Al adequately offset the higher operating and maintenance costs, 

Al 
$lOS,OOo 
30.745 
2,725 
455 
-2,3 14 

%136,6 11 

thereby making it the least expensive fiom a LCC perspective. A final ranking 

of alternatives is therefore: Al, A3, A2. 

There are, however, some disadvantages with the LCC approach: 

A2 
$1 15,000 
23,059 
1,539 

Maintenance costs are the responsibility of the consumer upon 

purchase of the house, therefore a private sector designedbuilder is 

usually oniy concemed with the initial construction costs (to 

466 1 568 
-2,082 - 1,620 
$137,982 1 SI37379 

A3 
$lOO,OOO 
3 8,43 1 

0 

maximize profit) therefore not considering LCC in design; 

B 

LCC does not take into account changes in taste or fashion 

throughout the design life. For example, a certain colour of 

ceramic tile may be in style when the home is constructeci, however 

after 10 years, the owner may wish to replace the tiles for reasons 

of aesthetics prior to the end of their useful life. These types of 

costs are dficult (if not impossible) to quanti@. 
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It is dificult to estimate future operating and maintenance costs 

since each homeowner will maintain their home to a diEerent 

degree. 

Problems with estimating the discount rate are always present. 

Decreasing the discount rate tends to emphasize long tenn costs 

while using a larger discount rate tends to make fùture costs more 

worthless fiom a present value perspective. Changing the discount 

rate can affect the results of a LCC calculation. For example, when 

the above example is recalculated using a discount rate of 10Yo ((as 

opposed to 5%), the following results are obtained: 

The result in the above table has occurred because the higher 

discount rate has given less priority to the future costs while 

emphasizing the upfiont costs. Accordingly, the ranking of the 

alternatives reflects the magnitude of their initial constmction costs. 

Rank 
A3 

With al1 these difficulties one may argue that LCC is less than penect for 

evaluating the costs of sustainable atfordable homes. This method, however, 

is extremely useful for comoarinq alternatives since it quantifies the tradeoffs 

associated with different design decisions on a consistent econornic basis. 

Total Cost 
$123,491 

For the evaluation procedure of sustainable aordable housing, the following 

costs should be estimated and incorporated into an LCC analysis for each 

alternative: 
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a) total planning und design cosfs estimaîed per dvelling 
a cost incurred in gathering design information 

total professional fees for preparing engineering drawings 
and specifications 

b) total cot~struction costs per dive lling 
land purchase and preparation for construction 
engineering services 
labour 
materials 
equipment 
management 

c)  presenf vutue of operuting costs - heatinglcooling 
maintenance - repairdupgrades 
insurance 

d) present vattie of end ofliJe disposal cosfs 
disassembly - recycling 

a disposal of non-recyclable/reusable materials 

The values determined in a) and b) together account for the initial cost of the 

home (Le., the cost passed to the consumer not including profit for the 

builder). It is this value that needs to be compared to the target cost 

calculated in the design synthesis stage to determine the degree of aflfordability 

of the housing alternative- The sum of al1 present value cost represents the 

total life cycle cost of the house. 

Objective 2 - E,ntirotime~?tal hpacr 

The total impact that a house imposes on the environment is of fundamental 

importance for achieving sustainability. As a result, there is need to quanti@ 

this impact and understand how it can be rninimized in housing construction. 
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There are many aspects of the design, construction and operation of a house 

that contribute to its degree of environmental impact. First, the materials 

chosen for construction can have a significant impact which may be quantified 

by considering e m b d e d  energy. Embodied energy is a relatively new 

concept in building science which is gaining popularity as the world slowly 

accepts the need for sustainable living. Exact definitions Mer  throughout the 

literature, however the following definition is appropnate; "the energy 

required in the proahrction and trarwportatim of a building maferia1 

meanrred in rnegajmies per rinit ". Some definitions include the energy 

required for building construction and operation, however the evaluation 

procedure presented here shall consider these quantities separately (see 

below). Accepting the definition stated above, a material with a lower 

embodied energy is preferred. 

How does one go about quantifjmg embodied energy? The non-renewable 

energy required in the transponation of a material can be estimated by fossil 

fùel usage of the transpon medium. For exarnpie, the number of litres of 

diesel fùel bumed by a transport truck to deliver a load of bricks from the 

manufactunng plant to the construction site can be converted into embodied 

energy by multiplying the quantity of fiel used by the "heating value" of the 

fùel expressed in megajoules per unit volume. 

Quantifjmg the embodied energy resulting from the production process of a 

material is more difficult due to the numerous parameters involved. Current 

research is addressing this difficulty through the creation of databases of 

embodied energy for specific construction matenals. As research efforts 

continue, the quantity and quality of this type of information will improve. 

The following table provides an example of recent data (Martock cnld 

h ~ s s e a t r ,  199 4) : 
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The above chart shows how a MJ/kg unit for a specific material may be 

converted into MT by multiplying by the quantity weight of the material used 

in a particular part of a home (in this case, per m2 of a 2 x 4 wall). 

VANCOUVER HEALTHY HOUSE PROJECT 
Embodied Energy Estimate 
Conventionai Wall Seaion: 2 x 4 framing (per m') 

1 

It shaii be noted that when considering the entire housing system, materials 

used for temporary structures related to construction (e.g., retaining wails, site 

offices, etc.) should also be included in the embodied energy calculation. 

Materiai 
Gypsum Board 
Polyethylene S heet 
Kiln Dried SoAwood 

A second important aspect in assessing the environmental impact is the non- 

renewable energy consumption required in the initial construction and annual 

operation of a house. The energy usage dunng the construction procedure is 

relatively simple to quanti@. As a minimum, the calculation should include 

the sum of energy demands of machinery, power tools and temporary on site 

offices. Operating energy estimation procedures are well established in the 

industry and are often divided into the broad categories of heating, cooling, 

ventilation, lighting, domestic hot water and miscellaneous equipment loads 

(Kirk and Del2 'lsolu, 199.5). It is anticipated that these categories should be 

d c i e n t  for the majonty of housing design alternatives. The values of 

construction and operating energy usage may be presented in megajmdes 

(MJ) and meg~ouIes per year (MJIyear), respectively. 

Energy Total (megajoules) 
60 
il 

31 
Fikrglass Batt 1 25 
Onented Strand E3oard 135 
Asphalt Sheathing Paper 1 8 
PVC Siding 

Total 
2 15 
478 



Energy consumption alone does not reflect the entire environmental impact of 

a house. Many current materials used in housing emit or trap harmfil 

substances which may result in serious adverse health effects (see Chapter 4). 

Favourable interior materials are those which are relatively inert and easy to 

keep dean, in addition to possessing a low embodied energy. A method of 

consistent quantification of the toxicity of materials is difficult since different 

materials will emit dinerent substances and diierent design alternatives will 

have unique material combinations. One masure of indoor air quality is to 

penorm an air quality test on the finished building and even then, there is 

question as to when the best time to perform the test is (Le., what is the air 

quality versus time relationship?). For practical purposes of evduating more 

than one housing alternative, it is recornrnended that a list of the materials 

being used which may be potentially harmfùl is created for each design. The 

specific use of this list shall be demonstrated in sectioit 5.3 of this thesis. 

Additional measures of environmental impact include the arnount of water 

usage within the home, measured in litres per year (Yyear), and volume of 

waste produced during the construction process, measured in m3. 

Therefore, the following information related to environmental impact is 

required for the evaiuation procedure: 

a) total embodied energy of materials (MJ); 

b) total energy required for construction (UT); 

c) annual energy required for operation (MJ/year); 

d) list of potentially harrnfil materials and their health effects; 

e) annual water usage (Vyear); 

f) arnount of waste during the construction process (m3). 
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Objective 3 - Social AcceptabzZity 

There is a largely intangible social aspect inherent in housing that mua be 

evaluated. Due to the difficulty of quantifying these types of parameters. it is 

recommended that evaluation of the social criteria consists of a subjective 

assement  of the physcal attributes of ~ h e  home and how these attribz~tes 

meet the social e ~ e c t a t i o r s  of the pro~pective homeowners. Therefore, the 

social acceptability of sustainable affordable housing may be assessed by the 

foiiowing criteria: 

a) Fz~nctim~ality - Descnbe the physicai aspects of the home (e.g., size, 
number and type of rooms, level of comfon, etc.) and any 
functional advantages or disadvantages of the design. 1s the 
design compatible to the lifestyle of the people? 

b) Htman Involvemerit 
How well does the design incorporate the desired 
involvement of the prospective homeowners? This may be 
described in terms of the level of customizing choices 
offered; or the percentage of the home that is owner built. 

c) Familiuriîy with Materiufs and Technique 
0 Are the materials used and physical design compatible with 

the people and surroundings? 1s the design considered 
desirable by the prospective horneowners? This may require 
direct feedback for proper assessment via a community 
presentation, or perhaps a survey. 

5.2 Multi-Objective Evaluation 

There are many methods for the evaluation of engineering systems. one of the most 

popular being Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA). CBA is an economic analysis where al1 

"costs" of the project are compared against the "benefits". Essentially, if the total 

economic value of the benefits exceed the total economic value of costs, the project is 

considered worthwhile. When multiple alternatives are being compared, the prejemed 
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alternative is the one with the highest benefitkost ratio. Some positive aspects of 

CBA are: 

alternatives can be compared using a common econornic unit; 

ranking of alternatives is possible; 

method is explicit and rational; 

it has a t h e  dimension; 

based on well established economic theory (cntenon of maximization and 

economic efficiency). 

Many civil engineering designs, however involve parameters which are dificult to 

quant@ econornically (inttangibfes). The social aspect of housing is an obvious 

example. It is here that strict economical evaluation techniques begin to break dom.  

CBA attempts to address societal values using opporhinzty cost (i-e., "the cost 

foregoing the oppominity to earn a return" - White et.aL. 1989) and willingness lo 

pay (Le., the cos  a person is willing to pay to realize a return; for example, the cos  

of a home security system may represent the economic value of the feeling of 

security). 

A classic civil engineering system related example of valuing an intangible involves 

the value of a human life. Suppose a mining operation suffers an average of 5 deaths 

per year. Studies determine that if $1 50,000 per year are spent to improve the safety 

of the operation, 2 lives per year can be saved. The question: "1s this proposal 

worthwhile?". This demands examining the deeper question of "What is the value of 

one human life?'. Some would argue that there is no issue here, since human life is 

invaluable, the safety improvernents should be undertaken without question. What if 

the safety upgrades cost $500,000 per year; or perhaps $1,000,000 per year? As 

inhumane as it may seem, there is always an upper limit (especidy in this world run 

by economics), and at this limit exists an impfied value on human life (e-g., 

undertaking the project at $500,000 to Save 2 iives would irnply a value of $250,000 
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per We). Now suppose this upper limit is dictated by a minimum expected profit 

level, that is, spending this extra money on safety aits into the profit expectations of 

the m-g operation. If the cost is great enough, the operation may not be 

economicdy feasible to continue, thus forcing a shut down of the operation leaving 

possibly hundreds of people without work. Suddenly, another scenario emerges: 1s 

closing the operation and leaving hundreds unemployed worth saving the 5 lives lost 

per year under the normal operation? 

Inevitably, the debate is virtually endless, and atternpts to value human life have 

sparked obvious controversy. One such attempt suggests that a human life is worth 

the "earning potentiai" of that individual had he/she remained dive. In our mining 

example, ifeach miner eamed $S0,000/year, the total value of saving 2 Iives would be 

% 100,000 and therefore the d e t y  improvements costing $1 50,000 per year would not 

be considered worthwhile. The "eaming potentiai" value also suggests that the lie of 

a professionai earning say %100,00O/year is worth more than the life of one of the 

miners in the above example (in fact, twice as much). This assertion creates obvious 

difficulties. Due to the difficulty of placing an economic value on a human life, 

virtually any price c m  be justified with enough propaganda. This leaves the 

evaluation procedure open to potential manipulation to achieve a desired result, thus 

reducing its credibility. 

II is unreasonable from a practical perspective to attempl tu place an economic 

value on un item which is znherentfy not economically qz~antzfiuble. Therefore, for 

sustainable Sordable housing alternatives, it is necessary that a multi-objective 

evaIziation procedure be implemented. Multi-objective evaluation, as the narne 

suggests, involves evaluating more than one objective simultaneously. However, 

unlike cost benefit analysis, intangibles are not required to be reduced to a dollar 

value (or any other consistent unit). R e d  one fiindamental purpose of systems 

analysis; to facilitate informed decision making. Ido rmed decision making is 
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possible when al1 relevant Somation is gathered and assembled in an organized 

manner from which intelligent reasoning can be implemented. There are several 

established multi-objective methods which organize this information and apply a 

systematic framework to determine a preferred alternative (dl fiom Bishop et.al., 

1976): 

a) Visual Techniques: social and environmental objectives are shaded to 

represent their relative desirabilit. or undesirability on a senes of map 

overlays. This technique is used mainly where "objectives and constraints 

have spatial significance" . 

b) Rating andRmtking Me~hods: a typical rating approach uses a +/- sale  to 

indicate achievement of non-achievernent; a ranking involves ordering 

alternatives from bea to worst. Ranking has the disadvantage of not 

indicate the relative magnitude of how well a critena meets the objective. 

c)  M a h  and Linear Scoring Methods: applies weights to each goal of an 

alternative and performs multiplicative and additive computations resulting 

in a single value. The advantages of this technique are the capability of 

assigning different levels of importance to individual critena using a 

weighting system, and the use of a common unit that can be mathematically 

rnanipulated to achieve a single score (thus explicitly identi@ng a preferred 

alternative). However, determining accurate weight s is highly subjective, 

which can severely atfect the results, and assigning weights and scores 

implicitly values intangible parameters. 

d) Tradeoff Displays and Analyss: organizes quantitative information in 

graphical or tabular form for tradeoff analysis. This technique also involves 

a high degree of subjectivity, however no direct attempt is made to quanti@ 

intangible parameters. Decision of the preferred alternative is made by 

carefùl examination of d l  availabte information. 
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Multiobjective Programming computer algorithms based on mathematical 

opthkation models. C m  be accurate and simple to use, however the time 

required to develop the mathematical relations (not to mention the need to 

quanti@ dl parameten) makes this technique more suited for mathematical 

optimization problems. 

Goals Evaluation Technique: characterizes and compares impacts of 

alternatives based on the achievement of a systematic set of social goals. 

Although this technique is usefid for social applications, the information 

requirements and the ma of the procedure can be quite high. 

Charactenstics of these evaluation methods are summarized in Figure 5.1. 

-q-Wrnd ~ c r t h c l c v c t d  
quaiity of data are 

a d y t l d  d&? 
IKCdCd? 

How much canp l ta  Whar dcgrœ of What u the levd of 
diart u aceded fa public mentcuoa u planning raoltrce 

solutrom? unplieci a neciai? comrmtmau7 

Figure 5.1 - Characteristics ofMulti-Objective Evaluation Methoak 
(Bishop et. al., 1 9 76) 
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5.3 Preferred Alternative 

The most important characteristic for a multisbjective 2valuation procedure to 

embody, specifically for the cornparison of sustainable affordable housing alternatives, 

is a deur identzjicatio~ ami di~phy of the pantzjiabIe and intangible ~radeofs 

m n g  alternatives and their rehtive m~gnittides. Displaying this information in an 

explicit form promotes informed decision making and simplifies justification of the 

chosen preferred alternative. The evaluation criteria for cost and environmental 

impact are quantitative (except for Zist of harrnftd prd~cts ) ,  therefore a Izneur 

scoring method is recommended for evaluation of these criteria. However, social 

criteria, which cannot be ignored, are qualitative and may be treated using a form of 

tradeoff dispIay und anafysis. Therefore, a combined multi-objective method is 

recommended to evaluate sustainable affordable housing alternatives. 

The following tasks are therefore required to complete the multi-objective evaluation 

procedure: 

1 . Criteria Qum~~~fica~ion/lde~~t~fica~ion Matrix: This matrix di sp lay s the 

absolute values of the quantitative critena and descnptors of the qualitative 

critena. The purpose is to clearly display al1 parameters needed in the 

evaluation procedure. 

2. Li= Scoring: Scores are calculated for the qualitative cost and 

environmental criteria and are sumrned to produced a total score for each 

alternative- The scores not only allow for a preliminary ranking of the 

alternatives, but also define a relative magnitude (i.e., how rnzrch better an 

alternative is over another). Since scores are summed across al1 

quantitative cntena, relative weighting is required. For example, if a scores 

of 10 and 20 were summed to equal30, it is implied that the criteria given a 
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score of 20 is valued exactly twice as much as the cnteria given the score 

of 10. Detemining relative weights which accurately reflect the conditions 

of the design location is very ditticult, especially when considenng cnteria 

with differing units. If insufficient data exists to determine relative weights, 

it is suggested that the evaluation criteria of cost and environmental impact 

are equally weighted since they are both fundamental in determining the 

degree of sustainability and Sordability. Within environmental impact, 

five quantitative criteria exkt with which a relative weighting scheme must 

also be determined. It is recommended that embodied energy is weighted 

twice that of al1 other environmental cntena, as this is the most important 

factor in achieving environmental sustainability . 

3 .  Subjective Assesment and Jt~stzficatim: The design engineer must 

subjectively judge the value of the relative qualitative tradeoffs arnong 

alternatives to determine whether they are substantial enough to cause a re- 

ranking of the alternatives (Le., does the qualitative social benefit produced 

by one alternative over another outweigh the magnitude of the difference in 

score). 

4. Selectiot~ of Superior Akmative: Based on the determined final ranking, a 

preferred alternative is identified. 

This type of evaluation procedure has the disadvantage of not explicitly identikng 

the preferred alternative, however the extra effort involved in the subjective 

assessrnent and open forum created by clearly displaying the relative qualitative 

tradeoEs results in better accountability, and ultimately, better decisions. me goal is 

selecting the alternative which is in the best interest of the stakeholders. 
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5.4 System Optimbtion 

Identifying one design as a preferred alternative does not imply that the design is 

optimum. Optimization means "best", therefore the following question is posed: 

"Hm can ihe prefened alternative be made berter?' Making the alternative better 

requires that either the cost is reduced, the environmentai impact is reduced, andor 

the social acceptability is increased. That is, the performance objectives must become 

marimized or mir?imized to the greatest degree practically possible. 

Although possible, it is not probable that the preferred design alternative wiil 

represent the absolute optimum solution. Optimization thus requires a two step 

process of system a71alysi.s and re-evahation. S y stem analy sis involves carefirll y 

exarnining sub-system design to identify potential areas of improvement, which is 

foliowed by re-evaluation (which includes a re-quantificatiodidentification of the 

evaluation criteria and wbsequent multi-objective evaluation procedure) to determine 

if the change made does in fact result in an overall systems irnprovement. 

Optirnization allows the designer to 'fine-tune' the design. 

Inevitably, a design change which results in an improvement in a specific area of the 

design (e.g., reduction in cost) may produce an opposite effect on another aspect of 

design (e-g., increase in embodied energy). By subjecting the total system to a re- 

evaluation, the tradeoffs among the negative and positive effects of the single design 

change will be exposed. A design improvement is one which results in a total systems 

improvement . 

As in any scientific experimental procedure, it is important that only one change is 

made with each re-evaluation. This ailows for verification of a cause-effect 

relationship of the resulting improvement (or deterioration) in system performance. 

Hence the iterative nature of system optimization. Theoretically, a system is 
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optimized when no further change resulting in a performance improvement can be 

made. Practically, it may be difficult to achieve this condition for sustainable 

affordable housing, therefore termination of the optimization procedure it is lefi to the 

discretion of the design engineer. 
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The following example illustrates the systems design procedure for sustainable 

afEordable housing. The information used is hypothetical, that is, it is not based real 

data £tom a specific geographic location. The purpose of this chapter is to 

demonstrate the systems design procedure proposed in this report and to identiQ 

potential decision making codicts that may occur specifically with sustainable 

affordable housing design. 

6.1 Design Introduction 

Recall Figure 2.2 - Sustainab le A ffordab Ie Housing Design Methodology, t he first 

three steps of the systems design procedure are to define project goals and objectives, 

and to collect background information. It has been stated (Chnptrr 3) that the goals 

and objectives for sustainable af5ordable housing are universal (i.e.. minimire cos& 

minimize erivironmental impact, and maximize social acceptubility) and thus shall be 

accepted for this example. 

Once the minimum background information is collected (see Sectiott 3.2). the relevant 

design information must be determined (Sectiotl 3.3). Following the procedure 

explained in Section 3.3, assume that a target cost of $50,000 has been determined. 

The physical attributes are described in Figure 6.2 and minimum design standards 

have been determined. 

Following the recommendations in Chapter 4, assume that three design alternatives 

which meet target cost (to be compared to "it~itial cot~st~t~c~ion" cost in Figure 66), 

contain the required physical attributes and satise the detennined minimum standards 
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have been synthesized. The three alternatives are described in Figures 6.3 and 6.5. 

Due to uncertainty in choosing an appropriate discount rate a range of values shall be 

testeci. 

Figure 6.2 - Physical Description 

1 kitchen 
1 family 
1 bath 
full basement 

Physical Attributes 
Rooms and Size 

36m2 totaI floor area 
hot/cold rvater 

AI1 Alternatives 
2bedrooms 

electrici ty 
municipal sewers 
natural gas 
cabie television 
single storey 
de taclied t- 9m bv 10m lot size 

Figure 6.3 - Sketches of Altemative Desigits 

Front 
EIevation 

Floorplan 

Alternative 1 

traditional construction: 
wood h m e  witli siding 

Alternative 2 

industrialized approach: 
pre-fab concrete panels 

indigenous materials: 
strawbale rviiii stucco 
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Figure 6.4 - Construction Information 

Alternative 1 

sheathing 
plywood 

2 by4 studs@ 12" 
fiberglas batt 

paint 
2 by 10 joists @ 12" 

tiles 
2 by 10 joists @ 12" 
flat wïth tarfgravel 

fiberglas batt 
dry\valI 
paint 

1 wood exîerior door 
3 wood interior doors 

4 wood frame 
windons 
basemen t 

13" concrete strip 
footing 

concrete block 
sub drain 

waterproofing 
standard 

1 toilet 
2 sinks 

tub 

elecîric furnace 
no a/c 

kitchen cabinets 
w v d  mirs to 

basement 

pre-fab insulateci 
in teriocking concrete 

panels 
(modular capability) 

pre-fab interlocking 
plastickoncrete panels 

pre-fab tnisses 
shingles 

fiberglas batt 
W a l l  

paint 
1 steel exterior door 

3 w v d  interior doors 
4 vinyI frame windows 

basement 
pre-fab concrete 

panels 
sub drain 

standard 
1 low volume toilet 

2 si& 
tub 

efficient s hower 
headffaucets 

high efEkiency gas 
no aic 

kitchen cabinets 
wood stairs to 

basemen t 

Alternative 3 
(alternative) 

stucco exterior 
23" strawbaie 
plaster interior 

paint 

2 by Jstuds@ 16" 
gypsum board 

paint 
tiles on concrete slab 

(see foundation) 
insulated 

thatch 

1 wood esterior door 
3 wood interior doors 

4 tvood frame 
~ ~ n d o w s  

sIab on grade with 
crawispace 

standard 

1 toilet 
2 sinks 

tub 

electric firrnace 
no aic 

kitchen cabinets 
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Figure 6.5 - C m  Information 

6.2 Evaluation 

Costs 
1 

Design 
Land 

Constniction 
Operating 
Disposal 

Design Life 
Dixount Rate 

AnaIysis Period 

The evduation procedure must produce a Criferia ~ziantzfi~ati~~v~dent~~catîon 

Mah7x which descnbes the alternatives in terms of al1 the evaluation criteria. 

Aiternative 1 
$5,000 

$lO,OOO 
$35,000 

$2,000 / year 
~4.000 

20 years 
2% to 10% 

40 years 

Subsequently, Iinear scores for each of the quantitative criteria must be determined. 

Since it is desired that multiple discount rates be analyzed, this critena is considered 

Alternative 2 
N,oOo 
$ lO.000 
$35,000 

$1.500 1 year 
N.OO0 

40 years 
2% to 10% 

JO years 

exctusively in Figure 6.6 (Cost Crzteria Qtrantificatfion Matrix) which presents a 

Alternative 3 
%,O00 
$lO,oOO 
$20.000 

$2,000 / year 
$2,000 
20 years 

2% to 10% 
40 yean 

surnrnary of present value calculations and linear scores for the three alternatives over 

the discount rates of 4%, and 8%. Figure 6.7 shows the relation between total 

present value and discount rate over the entire 2% to 10% range. Figure 6.8 is a 

Criteria ~rrmt~~catiurv~de~itr~ca~ior~ Matrix for the Environment al and Social 

criteria. The linear scores presented in the following tables are calculated as follows: 

total dzffereence b e ~ e e r i  worst mid best olteniativts: 
$1 02,901 - $77,856 = $25,045 

therefore: 
A2 receives top score of 60 
Al receives fow score of O 
A3 receives pro-rated score of 47 

A3 score caic~ria~ed as foIiows: 
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Figure 6.6 - S m m ~  of LCC 

Criteria 
DISCOUNT RATE=;I% 

Initial Construction Cost 
(desigwamdmdarrtland) 

P.V. Operathg Cost 
P.V. Disposal Cost 
P.V. Replacement 

TOT& l? K: 
Linear Scorer 

DISCOUNT RATE=8./. 
Initial Constnrction Cost 
(depign+cmûmctiori+land) 

P.V. Operathg Cost 

Figure 6.7 - Present Vahe vs. Discorint Rate 

P.V. Disposal Cost 
P.V. Replacement 

TOTA l? K: 
Linetu Scortx 

Pmsent Value vs. Discount Rate 

Alternative 1 

SS0,OOO 

$39,586 
- $2,659 
S 1 5,974 
Sla2.901 

O 

550,000 

S23-849 

2 4 6 8 10 

Discount Rate ( O h )  

- $1,092 
57,509 
Sû0.316 

O 

An interesting result is discovered in this example. The supenor alternative changes 

from A2 to A3 for discount rates greater than approximately 6%. Before any 

conclusions are drawn fiom this result, the quantitative environmental critena should 

be analyzed. 

Alternative 2 

S49.000 

$29.689 
- $833 

$0 
S77.856 

60 

'E49,OOO 

S 17,887 

Alternative 3 

$36,000 

339,586 
- 3 1,329 
59,128 
S83.385 

47 

$36,000 

523,849 
- SI84 

SO 
S66.703 

19 

- $52 1 
$429 1 
S63.619 

60 
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In this example, it is assumed that the environmental criteria are equdy important as 

the total present value cost. Therefore, to make the weighting of environrnental 

impact equal to the weight of total present value cost, a high score of 60 must be used 

since four of the quantitative environmental criteria each require an equal score of 10, 

whüe it is recommended that embodied energy receive double the weight of the others 

(Le., 20). Therefore, 4 * 10 + 20 = 60. A summary of the linear scores for the 

environrnental criteria are presented in Figure 6.9. 

Environmental 

operatinp; energy 
water usage 

construction waste 
h d d  products 

Social 
hctionality 

Alternative 1 

- 

3 m3 
potential mold buildup 
wvith improper 
ventilation 

proposed floorplan is 
acceptable 
reliable and durable 
h g n  
MI basement 

0 homeowers are fke to 
choose from a wvide 
seleetion of interior 
and clutaior coIours 
no changes in tloorpIm 
ailowved 
labour intensive design 
but no part can be 
owner built 
very fmiliar 
widely usr3d technique 
inarea 

Alternative 2 

1 m3 
synthetic insulating 
materials mriy ernit Iow 
levels of carcinogen 

rianualgasfilmilce 
potential CO source 

pmpo~ed no~rpla is 
acceptable 
very durable and 
etficient design 
full basement 

no choice OC esterior or 
interior colours 
no changes in tloorplan 
allowved 
industrializrd and 
machinery intensive 
design 

.- . . 

Alternative 3 

200,000 litres/y& 
2 m3 

potentiai mold buildup 
with improper 
ventilation 
pint fumes 
microorganisms 

proposeci floorplG is 
acceptable 
new low tech materials 
and technique, long 
t a n  performance is 
unçertain 
no Iivable basment 
a r a  
homeowmm are fiee to 
choose from a wvide 
selation of interior 
and esterior colours 

e no changes in tloorplan 
allowved 
labour intensive design 
and same parts may be 
owvner built 
v q  untuntamiliar 
Iow incornes in the 
mea may favour the 
possibili ty oof lowering 
housing cost via self- 
build opportunity 
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Figure 6.9 - Linear Scores for Emromnental ImDact 

Embodied Energy 
Construction Enerev 

Combining the present value cost scores with the environmentai impact scores 

Operating ~nergy 
Water Usage 

Construction Waste 
TOTALS 

produces the following total scores: 

12 
3 

Figure 6.1 O - Total Score Szrmmary 
I 

Linear Score vs, Discount Rate l 

1 

O 
O 
O 
15 

V I 

2 4 6 8 10 
1 

Discount Rate (%) 

O 
O 

Figure 6-10 shows that when the criteria of cost and environment are combined, a 

change in rank occurs. A3 is supenor to A2 only in the case when the discount rate is 

greater than approximately 5.3%. Once again, before a final decision can be made as 

to the preferred alternative, the social criteria must be examined. 

20 
10 

1 O 
10 
10 
30 

Evduating the social criteria is somewhat of an art. There is no doubt that the 

systems design procedure is a scientific problem solving approach, however most real 

life decisions require a degree of subjectivity. The systems approach cannot 

O 
O 
5 

35 
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accurately determine a quantitative value for social criteria, as was seen with the 

example involving value of human life. What the systems approach does do however, 

is provide a tool for the decision maker by identifjing important design parameters 

and relevant design information. 

For sustainable fiordable housing, subjective assessrnent of the qualitative critena 

involves a thought process stimulated by the background information gathered which 

creates a discussion of the issues. A design situation in one geographic location rnay 

produce an entirely different result for identical alternative designs in another location. 

The circumstances unique to the area will dictate how the tradeoffs should be 

assessed. Bearing this in mind, the hypotheticd discussion provided below represents 

one decision making scenario for the example presented in this chapter. The purpose 

of thk discussion is to address some common issues which may arise. 

The environmental concern of harmful products shows the potential for mold buildup 

and the presence of harmfùl paint fumes in Al  and A3 (Figure 6.7). Mold can be 

controlled with proper ventilation, and new home owners should be advised of proper 

procedures. Paints are of most concern early in the design life of the home. A2 

produces no paint fumes from the prefabricated wail components, however materials 

used in the walls rnay emit carcinogenic products. There is little control over this, 

however, the tnie effects are uncenain since the materials and process are a relatively 

new construction procedure. The potential for CO emission fiom the gas fumace is 

of IittIe concem since the gas fumace is based on a well established technology and a 

home CO deteaor is readily available to homeowners for a minimal cost. Al1 

alternatives show the potential for microorganisms therefore this can be ignored for 

the purposes of comparing alternatives. Based on ttiis discussion, Al  and A3 are 

considered very slightly superior to A2 due to the uncertainty associated with the 

carcinogenic content of the prefabricated walls. 
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Assessing the social critena is somewhat difficult. When evaiuating one alternative 

versus the others, it may be usefil to consider al1 the information collectively and pose 

the following two questions, "What makes this alternative better than the others?", 

and "What makes this alternative worse than the others?" Answering these questions 

explicitly exposes the relative tradeofEs among alternatives. 

Consider Al, it is superior to A2 and A3 in that it utilizes a construction technique 

and widely used and proven design which is very familiar to the prospective 

homeowners. No aspect of Al  is worse than both A2 and A3. Now consider A2, it 

is the most durable and efficient design. In a market which will welcome employment 

opportunities however, the machinery intensive construction procedure of A2 is a 

detriment, as is the unfarniliarity of the design. Lady, A3 has a unique advantage in 

that prospective owners have the option of self-building part of their home, thus 

saving money off the purchase price. There is uncertainty with this approach 

however, since a minimum level of training needs to be provided despite the low 

technology materials and technique embodied by the A3 design. Also, A3 is not a 

proven design, is very unfamiliar and does not have a livable basement area. 

However, if the training can be provided, it would bring low cost homes to the 

cornmunity as well as promote the development of house building skills (a valuable 

commodity) to the local population. 

A decision as to the preferred alternative must now be made. Although Al is socially 

inferior to neither A2 nor A3, the veiy low relative score produced by the quantitative 

criteria make Al an unlikely candidate for superiority. The social advantages simply 

do not jus te  the required increase in score. 

Selecting between A2 and A3 in this example is difficult. Recall the scores and 

rankings indicated in Figure 6-20. A3 becomes superior to A2 at discount rates 

above approximately 5.3%. The question of what is an acceptable discount rate is 
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haunting this evduation. By assuming the discount rate to account for inflation plus 

some level of social opportunity cost (see Kirk and Dell'Isolu, 1999, an acceptable 

value is approxirnately 6% to 8%. Therefore, A3 looks slightiy superior fiom a 

quantitative perspective. Socially, it is determined that the uncertainty in the A3 

design is an undesirable risk, however the relatively low average incorne of the 

prospective homeowners, obtaining a home at the lowest possible cost is a prionty as 

are the skills development promoted by the self build philosophy. With these 

prionties and considenng al1 the background information and discussion presented 

above, A3 is considered the superior alternative- 

6.3 Optimization 

The optimization procedure can be a lengthy process where as many changes as is 

reasonably possible (Le., from a cost and tirne standpoint) should be performed, 

therefore, optimization options for A3 will not be exhausted as part of this report. 

Optimization may proceed, however, by first considering the fiindamental 

optirnization question posed in Chapter 5, "How c m  the prefeered aiternative be 

made betler?'. 

A3 showed minor infêriority to AI  in terms of construction waste and to Al and A2 

in terms of farniliarity with design. These become the areas to target when optimizing 

the design. As previously mentioned, it is important that only one change be made 

pnor to system re-evaluation. This will ensure that the observed change in 

performance, and its magnitude, c m  be solely attributed to the specific design change. 

Therefore, for this example, the design engineer should closely examine the design of 

specific housing components and perhaps investigate the possibility of some pre- 

assembly to help reduce on-site waste. In tems of farniliarity, a change in 

architectural appearance or the type of finishes applied to the low-tech materials may 

help create a house more appealing and farniliar to the prospective homeowners. 
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6.4 Other Engineering Applications 

Civil engineering systems theory is a powerfùl decision making and analysis tool 

which can be successfÙlly applied to the design of vimidly any civil engineering 

system. This is tme because every design process requires a the systematic solution 

of a set of questions, and multiple alternatives exist and should be considered in every 

design. 

To demonstrate this versatility, consider the decisions involved in the design of a 

subway tunnel. The goal is to successfully provide subsurfiace access for a subway 

fiom one point to another. The objectives may be to rninimize cost and minirnize 

environmental impact. One major design decision involves the tunnelling method 

(e-g., tunnel boring machine, cut and cover, etc.). Deterrnining the preferred method 

involves considering variables such as cost, time of constmdion, subsurface 

conditions and degree of disturbance to the surrounding area. For example, the high 

cost of a tunnel boring machine may be wonh the reduction in tunnelling time and 

environmental disruption. Also, a preferred route must be chosen. Some routes rnay 

favour a specific tunnelling method; or even though it may be generdly accepted that 

a shorter route results in a lower overall cost, perhaps tunnelling through an area with 

unusudly difficult conditions (e.g., a concentration of boulders) would cause the cost 

of the tunnelling operation to be higher than if the route were lengthened and the 

difficult conditions were bypassed. 

A more simple example involves the design of a slope for stability. The goal is a 

stable slope with the objective of achieving a desired factor of safety at the minimum 

cost (as an example). The factor of safety of a slope against failure is controlled by 

more than one factor (e.g., slope geometry, matenal properties, groundwater 

conditions, etc.). The engineer may be able to control certain factors such as the 

groundwater level (e.g., reduction through a de-watering program). or the angle of 
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ait of the dope (Le., addition or removal of matenal), a d o r  the use of engineered 

devices (e-g., soi1 anchors or geotextiles). Many combinations of one or more of 

these controls will result with the accepted factor of safety for stability. Optimizing 

this combination c m  be efficiently achieved using a systems approach. 
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This chapter concludes the thesis with a summary of the findings and a list of 

recomrnendations for future research in the area of sustainable affordabie housing 

design and implementation. 

The following points may be concluded from this research: 

1 . Current house building materials and techniques are contnbuting to environmental 

degradation and global population trends indicate an increasing demand for 

afTordable homes. Therefore, providing an adequate supply of sustainable 

a£Eordable housing is an area requiring research and initiative. 

2. A systems approach promotes thoroughness and efficiency for the design of any 

civil engineering project. This type of holistic approach is well suited for 

sustainable fiordable housing design. 

3. The universal goals and objectives of any sustainable affordable housing project are 

to provide an adequate supply of homes at a minimum cost, with minimum 

environmental impact and maximum social acceptability. A design is 

geographicall y specific. 

4. Aithough many building materiais and techniques have been developed in recent 

years, a comprehensive database does not exist which rnay be used for quick and 

reliable reference when designing for a specific geographic locale. 
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5. Evaluation of sustainable affordable housing alternatives must clearly identiQ 

relative tradeoffs among alternatives. Quantitative criteria may be evaluating using 

a linear scoring technique, however social criteria must be assessed subjectively. 

6.  Syaem optimization involves changing one specific design parameter and followed 

by a total systerns re-evaluation to determine its effect. Unlike strict mathematicai 

optimization procedures, sustainable affordable housing design optimization 

requires the design engineer to determine when the design is "optimum" and 

terminate the iterative procedure accordingly. 

It may therefore be concluded that this research has provided valuable sustainable 

affordable housing design information by assessing current market conditions, 

identifjmg appropriate building materials and techniques, and providing a framework 

for the design procedure. 

7.2 Recommendations 

Based on the conclusions of this thesis, the following is recommended: 

1. There is a need for a comprehensive database of sustainable affordable housing 

materials which may be used as a quick and reliable reference for design in any 

specific geographic locale. As a minimum, this database should include a measure 

of cost, embodied energy, geographic availability and an assessment of durability. 

This is by no means a simple undertaking, and requires extensive laboratory testing 

and consistent documentation procedures. In addition, periodic updates of such a 

database would be necessary. 

2. As with any proposed scientific procedure, the systems design approach described 

in this report requires verification and refinement that c m  only be accomplished 
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through implementation. It is therefore strongly recommended that a specific 

geographic locale in need of housing be selected and a tùll systems design 

procedure is conducted to determine a suitable housing design. This will identiQ 

areas within the approach which require further development, that are rnissing, or 

are not necessary for achieving the desired product. 
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